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~~ ... TO A GAS-EQUIPPED KITCHEN SUCH AS THIS 

and watch the eyes of your feminine clients sparkle 

Today's home-maker wants a kitchen that 

leads a double life. It should perform its 

functional tasks perfectly and still possess 

the inviting atmosphere that suggests 

impromptu entertaining and a pleasant 

w orking environment. * This all-gas 

equipped kitchen is admirably suited 

to this dual role . .. with "CP" gas range 

for fast, flexible cooking ... silent, depend-

able gas refrigeration ... the low-cost 

luxury of automatic gas water heating. 

* Plan for step-saving, too ... "assembly 

line" handling of food! * Then add color 

and you've n1ade a storybook room out 

of what might otherwise be a mere work

shop. Now ... watch her eyes sparkle! 

THE PACIFIC COAST GAS ASSOCIATION 

For client satisfaction and pride of owner
ship that assure good will for yo11, specify 
GAS appliances. Your gas company will 
gladly supply information helpful in new 
construction or re-modeling . 
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Let's Talk Wiring 
The growth in the use of electricity 

in the home has been steady and amaz
ing. But, average wiring capacity has 
never quite been able to catch up, and 
few homes have truly enjoyed the most 
efficient and convenient use of ap
pliances and lighting equipment. 

Now, as we are about to begin a new 
era in building, there is an opportunity 
to "start from scratch"- to provide 
complete electrical adequacy for homes 
of the future. 

These homes, from year to year, will 
demand an ever expanding list of ap
pliances-appliances which can pro
vide satisfactory and economical ser
vice, only if the wiring system is ade
quate for the job. 

Make sure each house you plan wi 11 
be modern, electrically, for years to 
come by specifying: 

1 . Wiring of sufficient size. 

2. Enough convenience outlets for future 
appliance and lighting needs. 

3. Enough circuits to distribute the elec
trical load properly. 

The house that meets these basic re
quirements of adequate wiring, will 
provide better living for its owners, and 
will prove worthy of its architect. 

Northern California 
Eleetrieal Bureau 

1355 Market Street 

San Francisco 3, California 
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ART 
Lewis Mumford, in a recent issue of The Saturday Review of Litera
ture, wasn't mincing words when he expressed his deep-felt horror 
at what is now being done, or not being done, about the atom bomb. 
In understandable alarm he shouted: "GENTLEMEN: YOU ARE 
MAD!" It was Henry Miller, however, who anticipated, prognos
ticated, and raised the flags of danger long before the existence of 
the atom bomb was made known to the citizens of this democracy. 
Ever since Miller returned to America at the outbreak of the war 
he has been writing things about his native land, and in the pro
cess he has disturbed a lot of people-people who do not wish their 
right hand to know what their left hand is doing. 
Evidently, Henry Miller has bared more sociological and psycho
logical wounds than any other contemporary writer. It is not neces
sary to look far for the reasons which have gained him such a 
distinction. Any of his recent books give plenty of clues, but 
particularly The Air-Conditioned Nightmare.* Miller has a way of 
digging around in our backyards, our attics, and our history which 
is not in the books. He also uncovers cesspools and expounds causes. 
He tells you to your face things you would just as soon forget 
(if indeed you have ever so much as admitted them.) And alas! 
He sometimes tells you things which are better left unsaid, which 
are trite, or foolish, or off on a tangent. But it is better to have 
non-sense with sense, than to have no sense at all. 
Most everyone knows that there are plenty of things wrong in 
the world. War, greed, hate, poverty, injustice, stupidity, fatuous
ness, pride, ignorance-whatever they may be, we are pretty well 
aware of our sins. The trouble with Henry Miller is that he wants 
something done about them. And right now! And that's how so 
many toes get stepped on. That's why some of the gentle readers 
find him depressingly pessimistic, while the more robust (the ideal
ists, perhaps) find inspiration, courage, and strength as he goes 
about calling a spade a spade. It is also why the comfortably en
trenched literators' reactions can be epitomized in one such critic's 
hysterical battlecry: "RUN FOR YOUR LIVES!" pathetically tem
pered in conclusion by the plea: "Miller, stay away from my 
lamp." 
Yes, Miller has a way of making people squirm. He would like 
them to squirm and writhe until they picked themselves up out 
of the mud. He has the impatience of a man who knows that it is 
already late-very late. At the very outset of his cross-country 
meanderings (America was not yet in the war) he found a large 
number of the principals of THE nightmare already on the stage. 
The atomic nightmare is but the last (or the next to the last) 
sequel to the nightmares which Miller endured. Can we call this 
thing hate or cynicism which impells him to cry out as if to say: 
"Wake up America! It's time to stump the experts!" In our hearts 
we too know those nightmares of the workers slums erupting like 
cankerous sores on the fringed industrial web. One-third of the 
nation ill-fed, ill-housed, and all the while salesmen overhead in 
planes shuttling to and from their gleaming air-conditioned sky
scrapers. Miller sees this as raw and festering wounds, epitomized 
by lettering on the side of a dilapidated dwelling: "GOOD NEWS! 
GOD IS LOVE!" He lived the nightmare of the poor, of the im
prisoned, of the halt the lame and the blind; of the Negro and the 
Jew and the American Indian witnessing the havoc wrought upon 
a great land. He also experienced the nightmare of the creative man, 
the painters, the musicians, the writers-marveling that they were 
able to survive at all. He even tasted of a Hollywood soiree, and 
shared with countless aspirants the quixotic whim of a Guggenheim 
board of examiners. 
This feverish account is scarcely the issue of a man given to hallu
cinations. There is too much sober sense intertwined. Who, today, 
is to pass on sanity as we prepare to make a laboratory out of the 
mid-Pacific? Miller, at the outset, admits he may be disillusioned: 
"I had the misfortune to be nourished by the dreams and visions of 
great Americans-the poets and seers," he writes. "Some other 
breed of man has won out. This world which is in the making fills 
me with dread. I have seen it germinate; I can read it like a blue
print. It is not a world I want to live in. It is a world suited for 
monomaniacs obsessed with the idea of progress-hut a false prog
ress, a progress which stinks. It is a world cluttered with useless 
objects which men and women, in order to he exploited and de· 
•The Air-Conditioned Nightmare, by Henry Miller. 
Published by New Directions, 1945; Price $3.50. 
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JOKING ASIDE. more people are 

w il ling co wait for a \Xfcstcrn-Holly, the gas range 

that leads the field today in smoothness of design, 

quality of workmanship, and usefulness of special 

features . • \Xfestern-Holly leads in production 

coo, but is still far behind the overwhelming 

demand . For your future kitchen, look co . . . 
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ART 
SAN FRANCISCO NOTES 

The Tenth Annual Drawing and Print Exhibition of the San Fran
cisco Art Association, at the San Francisco Museum through March 
tenth, is extremely large and heterogeneous, styles ranging from 
photographic realism to extreme abstraction, with the abstractionists 
somewhat in the majority. Due probably to the size of the show, 
museum fatigue sets in rapidly; and an adequate review would make 
quite a volume. 
There are entries from all parts of the United States, prints by all 
methods including the comparatively new silk screen process, draw
ings done with, or on, practically everything. Altogether, although 
the show is less unified than usual, it presents a more representative 
cross section of what is actually being done in art than most of 
the annuals. Probably this is the result of the two jury system 
used for selection, one jury of artists and the other of laymen. 
Quality, also, varies greatly, but there are excellent examples of 
almost every school of thought from academism to surrealism, 
inclusive. 
Prizes, however, all went to either abstrac· 
tions or decidedly non academic pictures; 
the Purchase Prize, to Eleanor Coen of Chi-
cago, for her color lithograph, Conversation 
by the Lagoon; Artists Fund Prize to Edgar 
Taylor of B'erkeley for a crayon drawing, 
Scooters. Honorable Mentions, ResUluum, by 
George Harris, and an ink drawing by Lu
cretia Van Horn, both abstractions, and a 
rather surrealist serigraph by Edward Lan
don, That Which We Mourn ; On Okinawa. 
ink and crayon by Charles Safford, and a 
lithograph by Charles White called Awaiting 
His Return, both done in very angular style 
with strong emotional content. 
The Graphic show could very well be used as 
a demonstration of the variety of media 
available to artist print makers; hut to add to 
the information about prints, in the study 
J!allery there is a large explanatory exhibit 
of the various stages in the making of color 
reproductions by several processes, including 
collotype and woodblock, showing all the 
stages of printing, the individual color plates 
and the finished product, and, also the orig· 
inal paintings. 

ARTS AND ARCH ITECTURE 

to miss the co11vincing form that it is evidently the artist's inte11-
tion to convey. Much better are his things in which the emphasis 
is on color and composition rather than form. 
Maxim Kopf has a very large show of representational paintings, 
landscapes, somewhat in the manner of Gauguin, from the South 
Seas, large portraits, of Paul Robeson as Othello, of Vilhjalmur 
Stefansson, of elderly actresses, large religious compositions, and 
several New England landscapes. 
The City of Paris Gallery is showing three well known local 
artists, Bill Gaw, Leah Hamilton, and Hamilton Wolf. Bill Gaw 
is dipping his toes in the current wave of abstract experiment. In 
addition to several of his magnificent flower paintings there are 
in this show various results of his new approach, mostly, so far, 
objectively seen elements somewhat rearranged; as in the Abalone 
Tree, realistic shells hanging on a limbless trunk in a partly ab
stract setting; or arrangements of pieces of pattern in design. 
Leah Hamilton has been moving steadily toward less and less 
objective painting for some time, simplifying and eliminating until 
color and shape, while used quite abstractly, do not eliminate the 
"story" but rather intensifies its subjectivity. Here she shows some 
of her newest pictures and a few of her earlier landscapes as well. 
Hamilton Wolf seems to be progressing in richness of design and of 
"paint quality." He shows several intricate and satisfying abstrac
tions and semi-abstractions, and a monumental seated woman done 
much more simply than is usual with this artist. 

KEEPS OUT 
MOISTURE 

-DOROTHY PUCCINELLI CRAVATH 

There is, further, a one man show of seri
::(raphs by Herman Warsager, one of the orig
inal developers of silk screen printing for 
use in the fine arts. His woodblocks. shown 
also, have a remarkable depth of color and 
a solidity not usually found in this medium, 
due, according to his own explanation, to 
many overprintings of cool and warm hues; 
he has experimented in black and white prints 
also. 
Edward McNear shows gouaches, mostly land
scapes, in soft yet strong colors, objectively 
handled. 

IROWNSKIN stands up IROWNSKIN keeps out IROWNSKIN resists ver· 
to stress and strain. It moisture. It is laminated, min and other insects. 
S·T·R··E·T·C·H·E·S with tough kraft sheets Because it is impreg· 
because itis CAt 9 EO impregnated with bi tu· nated with bituminous 
It will not shrink or minous compound and compound and asphalt, 
tear. It "stays put." bonded with asphalt. it also resists fungus. 

Many San Francisco artists have been using 
a mixed tempera underpainting and over 
glaze technique with good results. The De 
Young Museum is showing nice examples of 
this method done by Lenard Kester, who cer· 
tainly seems to know his stuff. These pie· 
lures are mostly small and very lively land
!;capes with ancient trees done in a flurry 
of glaze, scumble and palette knife techni· 
que that is very effective, although there 
also are beaches with figures, and landscapes 
without trees, that are equally satisfying. 
Several portraits of clowns and such seem 
rather mawkish by comparison. 
Francis de Erdeley at the same Museum has 
many carefully labored drawings, mostly of 
people, in black and white, which seem just 

IROWNSKIN VAPORSIAL building paper protects walls and ceilings 
from the moisture molecules which move from hot to cold areas. 
It stops moisture for keeps and before damage is done. When IVS 
is installed, it gives everlasting protection. I ts resiliency prevents pull·· 
ing away from nails and corners. Ask your dealer about STANDARD 
IROWNSKIN, IROWNSKIN VAPORSEAL and ECONOMY IROWNSKIN. 
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MUSIC 
Los Angeles is a city of small cultural islands surrounded by vacant 
lots. During the month of January this associate editor turned a 
music critic and paddled his canoe among the islands to discover 
the various accomplishments of the natives. His anthropological 
report, begun last month, con tinues : 
January 20, al the Wilshire-Ebell Theatre, Werner Janssen conducted 
the Janssen Symphony in a program fit to shake the complacency 
out of all who for the first time on this especial occasion carnr 
uptown to hear them. The house was filled for the first non-radio 
performance, played by Johana Harris, of a piano concerto origin
ally written by her husband Roy for broadcast by Paul Whiteman. 
Mr. Janssen's first appearance bore out most presuppositions. The 
angular agony of uncouth and violent gestures with which he lrd a 
routine playing of the national anthem reached a climax, whrn hr 
appeared to be driving his fists through the floor to no morr 
result than a couple of loud thumps from the drums. The amlierH·• ' 
expected the worst of the Tragic Overture by Brahms. They hea rd 
instead a controlled, technically finished, and well sustained read 
ing, a quality of performance maintained throughout the wholr 
of a long and more than usually exacting evening. 
The Piano Concerto by Roy Harris introduced to Los Angeles <l 
charming and competent pianist, who has also the distinction or 
being the composer's wife. They are expecting their second ch ild 
in March. Johana Harris played with crisp control '.1 work a ~ 
delightful and technically competent in construction as it is 1111 -

expected in effect. Critics who passed it over for s11perficialit' 
failed to keep in mind that it was written , like the famous Rhapsorh 
in Blue, for a particular purpose and occasion. Modern ists, whn 
prefer to be pnzzled and astounded. while insisting that a useful 
structure should be functional, fail ·ed to observe how effectively 1h r 
overlaid rh ythms of the first movement display and trans.fon 11 
the continuously reiterated little theme. baffling the head and foot 
tappers who would try to keep it in its place, and with what furH·· 
tional accuracy the multiple tin y rhythmic counters make their 
points. The concerto rises through a fast-slow-fast alternation to 
a second slow movement for piano solo, polyphonically moving 
through simple successive chords without passing notes. character
istic of the composer's growi nl!: artistic maturity and finesse. This 
theme is then treated in two variations for piano and orchestra. 
the first beautifully altering the original theme by the addition 
of passing notes as a new melody. The variations lead directly into 
a rather disappointing cadenza, which is followed by the con
cluding fast movement. Rhumba and samba rhythms (3 plus .3 
plus 2 over 4) give the texture a free art.iculation. The concerto 
rewards the musicianship more than the vanity of the solo player. 
For those who prefer to be noticed there are concertos by Khatchat11-
rian or Martucci, put together in the tradition of that period when 
the efficiency of a machine was often appraised by the amount 
of noise it made. 
The Sibelius Third Symphony, contrary to the program annotator\; 
vague description, was composed after a trip across the English 
channel in a fog. In ihe tradition of Mendelssohn's voyage music it 
glitters with the sun upon the waters, darkening in the second move
ment under the slow creeping of the fog. It is the least substantial 
but not the least competent of the composer's larger works. The 
crisp attack and dynamic responsiveness of the playing would have 
done credit to any orchestra in the land. A little Sinfonia by 
Friedemann Bach for two flutes and strings again showed firm or
chestral handling, although one could properly object to the fortis
simo-dimuendo at each entrance of the sufficiently noticeable theme. 
The second major event of the evening was a group of interludes 
and two soprano solos, alternating singing and sprechstim.m.c, from 
the opera Wozzeck by Alban Berg. The music uses the twelve-tone 
technic as well as the Schoenbergian division into separate formal 

continued on page ] 0 
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graded, are taught to regard as useful. The dreamer whose dream!;. 
are non-utilitarian has no place in this world. Whatever does not 
lend itself to being bought and sold, whether in the realm of things, 
ideas, principles, dreams or hopes, is debarred. In this world the 
poet is anathema, the thinker a fool, the artist an escapist, the man 
of vision a criminal." 
Eager to be rightly understood Miller later explains: "Since 
I am not of Indian, Negro, or Mexican descent I do not derive any 
vengeful joy in delineating this picture of the white man's civiliza. 
tio11. I am a descendent of two men who ran away from their native 
land because they did not wish to become sold iers. My descendent~, 
ironically enough, will no longer be able to escape that duty: tire 
whole white world has at last been turned into an armed camp." 
Among the artists who read The Air-Conditioned Nightman• 
there will be those whose toes are stepped on and those who say 
"Amen." Miller writes at considerable length about artists in this 
book, and in doing so presents an awkward contradiction. Himself 
a watercolorist, more expressionist in inclination than otherwise, 
he is apt to measure art from the point of view of painting for 
painting's sake, or art for the self's sake. But this is loo harsh an 
eva luation in a way, because Miller also is able to speak about 
the larger aspects of art, recognizing its relatedness to life and tl1e 
importance of its function far better than many who expound on 
art alone, whether abstract or representational. Miller is capable of 
demonstrating not infrequently that he knows only too well what 
is wrong with so much art today. He quotes one of his acquaint
ances as saying: " 'Pictures in an exhibition hall are like wares on 
a bargain counter . ... Pictures have no place today in the home
the houses are not right.' " 
Now these are words which won't be liked particularly by a lot of 
people who paint pictures. Nor will the host of American-scene 
painters relish Miller's attitude toward the "sterile stylizations of a 
Grant Wood or the convulsive, Neanderthal efforts of a Thomas 
Benton." But his sympathy for the true artist is never lacking. 
Bitterly he observes that "art comes last in the things of life which 
preoccupy us. The young man who shows signs of becoming an 
artist is looked upon as a crackpot, or else a lazy, worililess en
cumbrance. He has to follow his inspiration al the cost of starva-
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lion, humiliation, and ridicule. He can earn a living at his calling 
only by producing the kind of art which he despises. If he is a 
painter the surest way for him to survive is to make stupid portraits 
of even more stupid people, or sell his services to the advertising 
monarchs who ... have done more to ruin art than any other 
single factor .... Take the murals which adorn the walls of our 
public buildings-most of them belong in the realm of com· 
mercial art. Some of them, in technique and conception, are even 
below the resthetic level of the Arrow collar artist. The great con
cern has beeh to please the public, a public whose taste has been 
vitiated by Maxfield Parrish chromos and posters conceived with 
only one idea, 'to put it over.'" 
All well and good. But where Miller's conception of art does not 
measure up to his ethical insight is when he regards the artist as 
a special kind of man. If, with Coomaraswamy, he can invert this 
to the acceptance of every man a special kind of artist, it is possi
ble that he may attain a more cohesive philosophical whole. The 
latter concept would no doubt help him lo place more correctly 
the hideous products which he finds on every side, including "art." 
It would also help form the tangible link between art (which al
ready he knows must be related to life) and the sterile lives of the 
"exploited and degraded." Perhaps it is too much to expect of one 
man, particularly a Henry Miller. But in spite of his blind spob 
he is among the few who yet remain to tell us of the heritage that 
might be ours. If he finds the "American type par excellence" with 
"not a speck of human dignity left. The white worm squirming 
in the vise of respectability," it is not with malice that he speaks but 
with love _and belief and hope that we might wake up before it ii 
loo late. "Amazing how men can be trained to kill in all kinds of 
weather. Almost as intelligent as horses," he says in an aside. A 
man does not turn a phrase of this sort to be funny. 
Miller lays his cards on the table: "I look upon the world not as a 
partisan of this country or that but as an inhabitant of the globe." 
No inhabitant of the world could have anything lo do with an atom 
bomb. And so it is not surprising iliat Miller feels "Tibet ... to 
be the countersign for a world-wide community who have thi:; 
much in common at least-iliey know that there is something more 

·to life than is summed up in the empirical knowledge of the high 
priests of logic and science." Believing thus, it is likewise not 
su•prising that he has found men who "like Briffault, the author of 
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Eurvpa ... go into a l:mtrnm a l thr \'l~ry menliun nl' tl1 e 1,·.,nl 
mr-ticism .. , 

There are many today whose toes are tender from the encounter 
with such a world view. Miller foresees the unhappy spectacle of 
white civilization moving blindly, stupid ly, toward self-destruction. 
"We have not grow n more humane, through our discoveries and 
inventions, but more inhuman .... It may be that this is the great 
melting pot of the world. But the fusion has not begun lo take 
place yet. Only when the red man and the black man, the brown man 
and the yellow man unite with the white peoples of the earth in 
full equality, in full amity and respect for one another, will th t' 
melting pot serve its purpose. Then we may see on this continent
thousands of years hence-the beginnings of a new order of life. 
But the white American will first have to be humiliated and defeat
ed; he will have to humble himself and cry for mercy; he will 
ha\'e to acknowledge his sins and omissions; he will have to beg 
and pray that he he admitted to the new and greater fraternity of 
mankind which he himself was incapable of creating." 
WlH•n we come to recognizt> the implicati ons of this wisdom, we will 
have solved the riddle of 11 hat is reallv wrong with our art. Great 
life-concepts are accompanied hy ~re:.t t art-concepts. The latter will 
have as littl e lo do will1 prohinl! th r psvche of the individual un
conscious (Expressioni!'tn) as it has to do with American scene 
painting (Rcpresen la ti onali sm). If and when we attain full stature 
a,- human lwi11~s (prov irling we surv ive the nightmare) we will 
evo lve an art form ll'hich i:; capahle of communicating the essencr 
of surh a ne\\' anrl wondrous Rcalitv.- C:HACF. CLF.MF.NTS 

MUSIC 
«n11ti11uPd frn111 pa gP 8 

movements underlying the freely co ntinuous dramatic utterance . The 
extreme latin temperament, if one may call it that, of Ina Souez. 
the vocalist, di sappeared at once when she was dealing with the 
music, which she sang with precise intonation and emotiona l effec
tiveness. Unfortunately for the dramatic sense her sprechstim1111• 
in no wav differed from her singing, so that the contrast between 
thou ght felt inwardly and thought spoken was not rendered. The 
program concluclecl with another operatic excerpt, the lurid Da11cP 
of the Seven VPils from the opera Sa lom e by Strauss. The s pirit. 
attack , and finely concerted playing of this orchestra testify lo the 
admirah le leader hip of l\1r. Janssen, whose devotion to music is 
shown hy th e; inlerestin~ development of its programs. 

Monday evening, January 21, in the Wilshire-Ebel! Theatre Richard 
Buhlig began the cycle of seven recitals, sponsored by Evenings on 
the Roof in collaboration with the lVIusic Guild, during which he 
ll'il! play for the second time in Los Angeles the 32 Beethoven 
sonatas. It is hard to believe that a pianist of such intensive powers 
as Buhlig revea led in the fir st Bet>thoven cycle two years ago 
could actually haYe grow n in technique, imagination, and creative 
t> ncrgy since that time. The fac t is that he has grown . After the 
usual libation to the gods of a fir st sonata, opus 10:1, poured oul 
10 relieve his extreme begi 11ni11 g tension, Buhlig received his re
ll"ard of inspiration in a transfigur in g penetration of the deliberately 
formal Sonata, opus 22. This sonata, which the composer wrote to 
~how what he could do in tht> politest manner of Clementi, i:; 
usually played for ch arm. It is considered dull-but not as Buhlig. 
revealing the hidrlen inward demonic substance, chose to play it. 
Such revelation does not please all listeners. There are those who 
prefer to be bored in th<' tradition rather than reborn in the sub
stance. 
With the third . onata, the D minor, opus 31 :2, Buhlig entered into 
undeniable greatness. Formerly I have disagreed with his playing 
of this sonata, hut this time I was convinced. The final work of the 
eve11ing, the Sonata opus 5~ ( W aldstcin), overwhelmed any remai11-
ing doubt s concerni ng the su preme greatness of Buhlig as a Ileetho
,·en pianist. American audiences are inclined to regard the physica l 
competence of an exact reading of the notes as proof of good per
forman ce. Such physical competence, as Schnabel recently remarked , 
has liule lo do with the demands of music. A concert performance, if' 
it is to be more than the routine affair required by the impresario · ~ 
business , should be an extraordinary occasion both for the performer 
and for hi s a udi ence. A recital by Buh lig gro ws upon the listener 
like a religious experience, like a mind questing through the failure!' 
of circumstance the timeless lllOment of a unique illumination. The 
desire is neither hedonistic nor sensuous but deliberately and vol
untarily religious, a conviction of order underlying chaos and that 
such conviction is order in spiritual endurance. The technica l 
mastery by which Buhlig made of the running line a measureless!)' 
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No matter what the weather may be outdoors, 

Airtropia provides year 'round comfort indoors. 

Note 3 lighh - Green and the unif I• 
''on" - circulating- purifying
olwoyt. If gre e n and blue - it's 
cooling - if green and red- it'• heat
ing . Set the flve dials to ''A' ' for 
automatic and leave t h• rut to 
AIRTOPIA. 

MODEL 300 

Note 3 wires - That's oil there is to 
connect th e unit. From then on, 
AIRTOPIA gives you 'round the clock 
yea r ' ro und comfort. One utility
electrici ty - no chimney - no fu t- f -
no toot-no dust-trouble fr••
econo micol . 

Day or night - spring or fall - summer or 

winter - any time or any season, Airtopia, 

fully automatic (not a switch to touch or an 

adjustment to make), will maintain your home, 

office or place of business at the most ideal 

state for health and comfort. 

4 I " wide x 62 " high x 73" long. lor 7 lo I 0 rooms of home 
or office space. Enflrely electric. 6 years of experience In 
Southern Cal/fornla proves year 'round average operaflng 
coal of about $8.00 monthly. Prices begin al approximately 
$I 950, Installed. Larger sizes also now ava//ab/e. 

Airtopia is operated entirely by electric motors. 

When heating is required, Airtopia absorbs heat from the outside air, intensifies and 

distributes it throughout the conditioned space . When cooling is required, unwanted 

heat is absorbed from the inside air, intensified and dispelled to the outside. Airtopia 

continuously circulates purified air through ducts, maintaining ideal conditions of tem

perature and humidity in your home or office . 

No fuel, no flame, no dust, no odor - no soot or grime to soil woodwork or draperies. 

Competitively priced and economical in operation, this all-in-one unit is available to you 

now. Get the essentials for year 'round comfort that only Airtopia can give. 

Write for free copy of our booklet ~ 
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e Presenting a complete new line of autdoor metal furniture, constructed 

of tubular steel, in three California colors. Soon to be available in finest 

stores throughout the country. 

V A N K E P P E L G R E E N 
9529 SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD . BEVERLY HILLS· CALIFORNIA 

This NuTone Time-Chime 
can help "sell" your houses! 
Few, if any, buildings go begging . . . 
these days. Yet some houses, some 
rooms, have more built-in appeal
more "sell"-than others . . . (they 
bring more referred clients in lhe 
future, too). It's that way with a 
NuTone Time-Chime in the kitchen. 
A fine Te/echro11 electric clock and 
2-door NuTone Chime-in 011e! 

e Saves space in the kitchen. ONE 
unit to plan for, to wire for. Nine
inch square, all-chrome cover with 
white bezel. Large, 6%-inch legible 
dial. 

e Easy to install-even easier if the 
clock outlet is provided during con
struction. Many leading wiring con
tractors recommend the NuTone 
Time-Chime. 

Write today for full details on the 
NuTone Time-Chime. It lists at ap
proximately $12.95. Address Nu Tone, 
Inc ., Pacific Coast Headquarters, 
931 E. 31st St., Los Angeles II. 

N IJ,,J_p NE 
DOOR CHIMES 

WORLD'S LARGEST MAKER OF DOOR CHIMES 

Al\TS AND AIKHITECTURE 

evolving tonal experience; the transformations of rhythm and 
accent, unprecedented yet always exactly governed by the com
poser's indications; the unbroken flowing of the W a/dstein slow 
movement like the river of a Sung landscape serenely and timelessly 
fallina from its peaks; the liberating enerii;y of the finale pourini:: 

0 • • 

out beyond the power of the intellect to count or to resist; transi-
tions that are not simple addition of parts but integrating recreation~ 
of each part within the whole-conceived dynamic context made of 
this playing an experience of which one say;; flatly in the pre;;;ent: 
" [ have never heard the Waldstein better played ," and that will 
rcmai11 for many listeners a criterion of what oet:asionall y mu~ir 
may achieve. · 
Th~ week continued with a Music Guild recital by Artur Schnabel 
at the Philharmonic Auditorium, January 23, an irrelrievabl~· di s
appointing experience. 
Like many music-lovers of my generation I learned about the 
Beethoven symphonies from Toscanini broadcasts and about the 
Beethoven sonatas from recordings made by Schnabel in the 
early thirties. One's memory returns again and again to the great
est of these recordings: the incomparable performances of the 
Sonatas opus 31 :3, opus S4, opus 78, the slow movement and fu gue 
the Hammerklavier Sonata, opns 106, the slow interlude and return 
of the fugue theme in opus 110, and, though I have never been 
able to feel the power of imagination others find in it, the con
summate execution of opus 111. Even the least of these recordings 
is above an average performance. They have stood for us during 
the nearly fifteen years since they first began to be issued as a 
standard of excellence in music. Not the only standard and per
haps not the best standard: "better than" or "worse than" Schnahel 
has become a commonplace of musical estimation. 
Among the best of the Schnabel Beethoven recordings is his play
ing of the Diabelli Variations, that colossal expansion of a thematic
ally useful little waltz by the publisher and composer Diabelli. The 
abounding gusto, ripeness, generosity , and laughter ; the alternate 
variations of intense seriousness like stained glass lights in this 
chapel of the cosmic spaces; and the final fugue and minuet which 
are among the uttermost revelations of piano music ; all these <"Oil · 

trasts, qualities, and textures Schnabel separately realized; but 
the underlying dynamic pulse, which should be as steady as the 
turning of the earth, with which spinal nervous system each part 
in character and tempo should be directly integrated, is weakened 
hy too free treatment of the individual variations. This failure to 
hold together into an extensive unity the contrasting manners of 
large Beethoven work in variations is still more clear in t11e record
ing of the so-called Eroica Variaiio11s, opus .15. 
The January 23 recital began with the four Impromptus , opus -i2. 
by Schubert, unwisely substituted in my opinion for the Beelho\·e11 
Sonata opus 2:2. The perfunctory playing of the first two and to 
a much les;;; extent the third was succeeded, after a long pau><e while 
the doors of the hall were prematurely opened, hy the first appear. 

continued on page 16 
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FOR LASTING BEAUTY ... 
BY ARCHITECTS AND HOME PLANNERS ALIKE! 

WHEN you specify plastic wall and ceiling panels for smart, serviceable 

charm in modern home interiors ... it's wise to remember that lasting satisfaction is attained 

through lasting beauty. 

NATION-wide, thousands of coralite installations offer reliable proof that: 

"When you specify CO RALi TE, you specify lasting beauty!" 

For de1crlptlv• literature and list of dealers, write: 

LOS ANGELES 1, CALIF. 
Fir-Tex of Southern California 
812 E. 59th Street 

SAN FRANCISCO 4, CALIF. 
Fir-Tex of Northern California 
206 Sansome Street 

PORTLAND, OREGON 
Dant and Russell 
11 08 Porter Bldg. 

FORT WORTH, TEXAS 
S. C. Hooper 
S 17 Sinclair Bldg. 
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When value versus price is considered . .. no more than 
other building materials! Modern methods of construc
tion, handling and transportation have taken rare 
hardwoods out of the luxury class ... have brought the 
lasting beauty, strength and economy of hardwood 
into the range of the modest budget . Roddiscraft Flush 
Hardwood Doors and Door Units, Veriply Hardwood 
Panelling and hardwood lumber are cheaper in the 
long run than old fashioned building materials. Ease ~ 

of installation, greater structural strength and endur
ing beauty make hardwoods an economy that cannot 
be ignored. Greater profits for the lumber dealer and 
greater customer satisfaction for the architect and 
builder are the gift of hardwoods to the modern con
struction field . 

HARDWOOD, LUMBER AND FLOORING • SUGAR AND 

PONDEROSA PINE • BOAT CEDAR, SPRUCE AND FIR 
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A MODERN CONVENIENCE 
for EVERY kitchen 

••• THE KING OF CAN OPENERS 
FOR THE QUEEN OF THE KITCHEN 

Patented double syncro-i\ears assure posi
tive, SAFE cut tin~ action ... and 1-o-onger 
life. Cans of all sizes and shapes are held 
securely and smoothly opened with a twist 
of the wrist. Lid lifts for easy removal. Has 
built-in llandy BOTTLE OPENER. 

Mery b1 und In any of rhru lotktd 
po~ilions, then swings flol out of your 
way. An EXCLUSIVE IWING·A ·WAY 

11011111 

At btller 1loru 1urywhu1: or und ch1tk or 
mon1y order for S2.40 

to .•. SWING-A·WAY Stu! Producll, 
Mtrchondise Mort, Chicago S4, llllnoi1. 
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MUSIC 
continued from page 12 

ance of the old true Schnabel sty le, the sinuous and flexible line 
lyrically lying with the measure, making strict time a counterpoint. 
It was as if the sun had burst through a damp darkness. But the 
playing of the Mozart C min.or Son.ala, without the Fantasy, brought 
back murky obscurity and in addition a mannered and artificial 
interpretation unlike anything one had ever heard from Schnabel in 
the past. Here and also in the Diabelli Variations it was as if the 
music had su gared in the playing, becoming granular in texture and 
unexpectedly sweet. Again and again he began in his old manner 
and then wandered, using an extravagant pianissimo and a s/orzando 
followed by an abrupt pause that made no point. Yet the vast genius 
of the music was not lost, for Schnabel's playing, though weak in 
comparison with his great recital of last season, still stood head and 
shoulders ahow the generality of pianists. For years he has lavished 
the best of his loving devotion and workmanship upon these varia
tions, ever with the interest of a ripened understanding exploring 
newer and more remote experience. 
Wednesday evening, January 30, again presented by the Music 
Guild , Schnahel returned to the very summit of his skill. Like a 
Prospero he summoned airy spirits, repelling earthy and demonic 
elements, so that the usually foreboding andante of the Archduke 
Trio became in his reading, like the abjuring of "rough magick" in 
The Tempest, a renunciation of the tragic. The spirit of play, which 
is the brighter hemisphere of art , produced an evening of spon
taneous musicianship. And spontaneous the playing had to be under 
the circumstances. A week before the concert John Pennington, first 
violinist of the London Siring Quartet, which was to have shared 
the evening with Schnabel , was rushed to the hospital for an opera
tion. Tn the emergency the Guild turned lo Evenings on the Roof 
to borrow the string quartet, consisti ng of Eurlice Shapiro and 
Marvin Limonick, vio linists, Virginia Majewski, violist, anrl Victor 
Gottlieb, cellist, whose Roof performances of the Hindemith Third 
Quartet and the Beethoven Quartet in A minor. opus 132, have 
already made musical history in Los Angeles. Adopting the name 
the American Quartet, a group designation that has long been 
needed , these players had to prepare in less than seven days, inter
rupted by their own studio activilies and by Schnabel's absence to 
play a recital in San Francisco, a program including the Mozart 
G minor Piano Quartet , the Beethoven Archdu.lce Trio, opus 97, 

THE Thermoscope in this iron 
shows in fabric readings-Rayon, 
Silk, Wool, Cotton, Linen - the 
operating heat of ironing surface. 

Through fingertip control lever 
on top of iron, thermostat is easily 
set for any ironing temperature. 

M E R I T 
SPECIFIED 

Tappan Visual itc 
CP Gas Range~ 
have been merit 
specified for use 
in CSH #3, <lc
signcd hy Wur~ler 
& Bernardi, anti 
C S II # JO, tlc
signC'rl b~· Sunmcr 
Spaul<fing • 

TAPPAN STOVE (~0. 
MANSFIELD OHIO 

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL HEATER COMPANY 
DETROIT 2, MICHIGAN 
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and the unfamiliar Dvorak Piano Quintet. The event proved again 
that abundant rehearsal is no substi tute for ability. The members 
of the new American Quartet, though young, are far from inex
perienced and except the second violinist have been playing together 
for several years. They played and Schnabel with them as if the 
Philharmonic Au<litorium were a homel y parlor and there was 110 

audi ence. The affection, the freedom and tl1e exactness, the intimacy 
of tonal balance, the exquisite sensibility of rhythm, the incisive 
a ttack, and vigorous projection were such as are rarely heard in 
chamber music. Some listeners cav illed that the pianist played too 
loudly, or that the strings were too soft. In fact a fine gradation 
was achieved. As a chamber music pianist Schnabel has no rivals. 
Compositions in the sty le of the Mozart Piano Quartet and the 
Beethoven P1a110 Trio were written by pianists in a style intended 
to give the heavier medium prominence, the piano drawing firm 
structural outlines, the strings providing a finely graduated color 
wash. Instead of choking the pianist and aiming at a double concerto 
for strings and continuo, this playing used each instrument in its 
natural voice from finest pianissimo to exultant forte; and in the 
more largely and loosely organized Piano Quintet a full fortissimo 
from all instruments was not too much. 
The second Buhlig Beethoven piano sonata recital at the Whi lshire
Ebell Theatre, presented by Evenings on the Roof, was even more 
extraordinary, if that is possible, then the first. The nervousness 
of the first evening had vanished , and Buhlig began in his best 
form. If a criticism is necessary, one might remark a tendency 
in the faster movements of the first three sonatas to let freedom 
of movement overrun the placement of the important struck tones 
that mark the motion in its place, causing a gluey effect which 
sounds like but is not the result of digital failure to play the 
proper notes. Buhlig's Beethoven playing is now such that there is 
good reason to say, perhaps there has been no better. Technically 
lie is not and never can become flawless, as I cou Id easily dem
onstrate by showing the innumerable tiny displacements within the 
larger wavelike rubato which give each work its unitary wholeness. 
But the errors this season are so slight, so much a part of the 
technical accomplishment, and so ohviously not mistakes tlrnt they 
scarcely affect and certainly do not impair the vast technical struc
tures he realizes by his incredible technique. His technic is not 

LEO 

continued on page 54 

LEATHER NOOKS, 

FORMICA TABLE 

TOPS, CHROMINUM 

CHAIRS. BARS 

Custom Made 

NOW 

LIPTON 
Telephone ARizoua 9-2079 

580 GREENCRAIG ROAD LOS ANGELES 24, CALIFORNIA 

For most effective wood preservation, 

the chemicals must be forced deep into 

the wood. American Lumber & Treating 

Company obtain this deep penetration 

by the vacuum-pressure method in closed 

steel cylinders. Dipping, brushing on, 

or other makeshift methods can't begin 

to give comparable results. So, when 

you buy treated lumber, remember to 

say, "pressure-treated" ... it's best! 

AMERICAN LUMBER GIVES YOU All 3 
I. Wolmanized Lumber* - protects 

against decay and termite attack. 

2. Minalith-fire-retardant. 

9. Creosoted lumber. 

•Re9i1tered 
trademark 
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IN ANSIJ7ER TO THE GREAT DEMAND 

Production ai1d 
Shipments are 
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100 

.•. of the one and only T /N 
The graph tells only part of the story. Not only is 
TIN production increasing steadily but in quality, 
too, this most popular ~f water closets is better 
than ever. 

In appearance and performance you are giving 
your customers the best when T/Ns are installed in 

Case 

their homes ... an improved vitreous china fixture 
of one-piece construction, non -overflow, quiet in 
action, and non-syphoning. 

As you can see, we're making a most determined 
effort to keep pace with the public demand. 

W. A.. Case & Son Mfg. Co., Buffalo 3, N. Y. 
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· ''We might as well face it f " 
We can't put yesterday's kitchen in tomorrow's 

houses. With Crosley sinks and cabinets 
there's no more need to "build" a kitchen

kitchens can now be conveniently 
and attractively "furnished" -like 

any other room in the house. 

/( 

All units are complete in themselves . · 
Makes many types of arrangements and 

combinations possible. 
I 

\ 

A Crosley Shelvaclor·::· is a ll important. Possessing 
a ll the best features of any refrigerator, the Shelva
clor* givrs you t11·ice as much food to the front, 
within easy reach. Storage space for dry foods is 
provided by a Cros ley over-refrigerator uti lity cab
inet. Installation is simple-hung on 1rn ll bracket:=: 
at any desired height or location. :Vlade of Bonder· 
ized steel wi th " lid ing trans lu cent g lass doors. 
Crosley cabinets are attractive and efficient. 

The real traffic center of any kitchen is the sink
water is used in 90% of all kitchen tasks. The 
Crosley Cabinet sink has a knee-recess allowing 
sitting down to work. Breadboard and bread drawer, 
utensil drawers, towel racks and a host of other 
features are incorporated. Crosley Cabinets are 
"furnished" (not "built".) to give extra storage and 
working surfaces. There are 9 cabinet sizes includ· 
ing corner cabinet. 

Naturally the Crosley range is the central item
combining all the qualities and features for effi· 
cient cooking. Used with convenient Crosley floor 
cabinets, the range may be flanked in matching wall 
cabinets, solving individual kitchen wall and floor 
dimensions. Crosley "furnished" kitchens handle 
85% of all kitchen arrangements. 

Crosley "furnishes" the modern kitclten 
In Case Study House No. 13, designed by Richard J. Neutra, 
A.I.A., prsident of Les Congres lnternationaux d'Architecture, is an 
excellent example of the .great flexibility of Crosley sinks and cab
inets. In the living room of C.S.H. No. 13 fs a Crosley radio-· 
phonograph with the famous Floating Jewelt Tone System. 

'Re9. U. S. Pat. Off. 
t Pat . U. S. Pat . Off. 

-eRGShE¥ 
PACIFIC COAST DISTRIBUTORS THE CROSLEY CORPORATION, CINCINNATI, OHIO 

J. N. Ceazan Ca., Los Angeles, Cal.• California Eleclric Supply, Son Francisco, Col. Refrigerators • Home Freezers • Kitchen Sinks and Cabinets • /!o'ngu 
Fields Sa le• Company, Port land, Ore. •Commercial Appliance Co., Seattle, Wa•h. Laundry Equipment • Radios • Radio-Phonographs • FM • Televls/on 

Other di•tributors in principal cilie•-dealers everywhere . Short Wave • Electronics • Radar • Home of WlW-"The Nation's Station" 
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BETTER SHEET COPPER 

CONSTRUCTION 

THE effect of colmmMr strength on the perform
ance of sheet copper construction was an 

imponant problem dealt with in Revere's program 
of sheet copper research. A highly simplified ex
periment illustrates the principle. If you lay a 
sheet of writing paper on a flat surface, hold down 
one end with a glass of water or similar weight, 
and push against the free end of the sheet . . . the 
paper will bulge in a uniform wave as shown in "A". 

If the paper is now creased into roughly the 
shape of a gutter as in "B" and the free end of the 
paper is again pushed, you will find more pressure 
needed to di stort the paper. But as before, it is coo 
weak co transmit the force from your fingers and 
it buckles. Do it often enough and the paper 
would crack. 

The results would be the same if a thin sheet of 
copper were used instead of paper. You would 
then see the actual process that takes place when 
a failure occurs with expansion and contraction of 
a copper gutte r that lacks adequate columnar 
strength. 

Illustrated in " C" is the result of using a heavier 
sheet of paper. Here you have a structure which, 
by virtue of its material and its shape, has sufficient 
columnar strength co transmit the required stress 
without failure . Revere has proved chat applica
tion of such principles reduces sheet copper con
struction co a matter of engineeri ng design, wi th 
an enormous improvement in service life. 

In Revere's comprehensive new book, "Copper 
and Common Sense", you will find sheer copper 
construction covered like this from "A" to "Z" 
in 96 pages of pictures, details and text . While 
the limited supply is available a copy will be sent 
f ree to any architect or contractor requesting it . 
Write co Revere today on your letterhead. 

REVERE 
COPPER AND BRASS INCORPORATED 

Fo1111ded by Pmtl Revere i11 1801 
230 Park Avenue, New York 17, New York 

/\Ii/ls: l1a l1i111nre, i\ld.; Chicago, Ill.; De/roil, l\licb.; New 
Bedford, /\lass.; Rome, N . Y .- Sa lesOffices il1pri11cipalcilies 
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'L/sftn to Exploring the Unknown 011 the !lfot11al Network every Sunday evening, 9 to 9:30 p. 111., EST 
·t.11 ' :'\" 
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WARDLE'S 

BARS 
are handled by nationally known 

department stores throughout 

the United States and foreign 

countries. Representatives and 

Show Rooms in Principal Cities 

in the U.S.. Write for our new 

illustrated folder and the name 

of our nearest representative to 

your city. 
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Junior Jelu l:e Bars ••• 
manu/actureJ bg WAR D l E ' S 

JUNIOR DELUXE BARS ore 30 inches 

long, 3 7 inches high and 16 inches 

wide. Top is of block vitrolite gloss 

with polished edges and rounded 

earners. Floors are furnished in wal

nut or oak (blonde) woad. Racks on 
inside of doors accommodate 18 

glasses in 3 different sises. Glasses 

arc not standard equipment. Equip

ped with pullout board and drawer. 

DOORS OPEN 

... READY FOR SERVICE 

ALL BARS arc heavily padded and cov

ered with leatherette in varying shodes 

of the following colors as desired . . . 

rad, white, ivory, blue, brown, green, yel

low, black or ton and many others in 

almost every conceivable shade. Swatches 

on request. 

STOOLS for all Bars are 30 inches high 

and are matched as desired . 

SPECIAL COVERS for bars in all sizes 

a nd for back bars a nd stools can be 

furni sh e d on orde r when material is 

available. 
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s. ll1RP£1' & aaos. 
with the approva' 
of the magax.ine 
Arts & Architecture 
has commissioned 

a·rchitect 
WH1TNEY R. SM11H A.,.A. 

to design· · · 

for case Study House No. s. 
to be presented to the public 
when this house is exhibited 

•• • then to be made avaitab\e 

through the better furniture 

stores of the west. 
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IT WOULD SEEM THAT THE political opportunists both in and out of Congress are hoisting their tail 
feathers and streaking like addle headed chickens across the nearest road. · In this case the old joker is, 
of course, that.they think there will be more votes on the other side. 

Whatever Mr. Churchill represented before his speech in Fulton, Missouri, is something properly for 
the history books. What he very obviously represents now is the foremost of the toxin,sounders for 
Anglo-Saxon supremacy and how to stuff the local ballot box as a hedge against the future. (By 
what right he felt privileged to use an Ameri~an college as a platform from which to issue the call 
for world reaction is of course infuriating but subject for another comm~nt.) Right now it is inter· 
esting and terrifying to observe the stampede to his colors of all those who have proved, by their 
opinions and their votes in both houses of Congress, to be the most tragically blind me.n of this or 
any other time. 

In the present confusion the question one is tempted to ask is "what the hell are we up to now"
and part of the answer is obviously that we are up to a realignment of American political forces into 
a coalition of reaction plucked from both the Democratic and Republican party. A coalition deter
mined to maintain the past despite its own very dubious ability to pull a rabbit out of the old hat 
and make it look like a decent future. 

The scare campaign that is only now collapsing, though directed at one of our most powerful allies, 
has turned inward upon itself, and those elements responsible for it stand out clearly (though com· 
pletely unabashed) as the true enemies of an America now committed beyond all hope of retreat 
to the larger horizons of world collaboration. 

However frustrating the times, fortunately it is becoming much easier to detect the true motivations 
behind the activities of the Rankins and the Bilbos on both sides of the political fence. We begin to 
see them as creatures of a larger plan-as rather contemptible spokesmen for that portion of public 
opinion that remains stubbornly parochial and blindly arrogant in the face of the. convulsive read
justments of our time. 

It is obvious that we are too close to the enormous shifting of Wfiights and measures within the heart 
of our social system to be completely aware of every thread that weaves itself into the complicated 
pattern of the American dream-1946 version. But it is too late to plead ignorance of the change that 
is now taking place in the world's life and in the immediate now of our own personal lives. An era 
is passing. A way of life is changing. Tremendous and terrifyingly deep human readjustments are in 
the making, and whether or not the results affect us this day or the next, there will be within our 
time quite a different world of economic and social problems with which to deal. 

The finest wisdom of our leaders cannot in any way stop this movement or change its direction. Their 
best service can be rendered only in adjusting and rationalizing these new material and spiritual 
values that spring from the deep heart and the mind of the people themselves. It is impossible to 
speaks in specifics upon such a broad base, though certainly there are those who, as specialists in the 
vast house of man's activities, can relate the trends and tendencies of this mass movement. It is a 
little like reshaping the surface of th~ earth after enormous illimitable convolutions originating 
in the very core of the world. The change is much deeper than the adjustment of boundaries, the re
writing of trade schedules, the granting or taking away of commercial concessions, - the control or 
non·control of materials, of credits or tariff restrictions. For the first time in the history of man 
these things which have been all important are now the least important, for despite them the change 
will take place. 

We face these times with a mixed feeling of exaltation and frustration, and somewhere between the 
two one understands the fear and the uneasiness that is everywhere. 

Therefore we can no longer ask que~tions in terms of what somebody else is doing, or, "what they 
are up to now." We must be very sure of our own intentions and be able to state them with a clear 
conscience, and we cannot bend our energies to serve any other purpose than a world of reason. 
And so suddenly the great war-time figure of a Churchill diminishes, and we must accept him as his 
own people accepted him-as a small and brilliant voice. of the past who, on pain of death, must not 
be permitted to preach a crusade against a time that has so obviously outlived him. 

I N PASSING 



ADOLF GOTTLIEB 
• Gottlieb is o thoroughly American pointer with a 

strong conviction thot the path toward expression in 

American art lies neither in the 'local scene' ap

proach, the non - objective nor in the abstract tradi

tion of the great French Moderns. For Gottlieb the 

problem resolves into working out and integrating that 

combination of form and subject matter which means 

o great deal to him as an artist and which he hos a 

right to use as his own. 

Every pointer begins with certain limiting factors, 

whether it is the rectangle of the canvas or o gold 

or vermilion ground on which to point . But Gottlieb 

carries this limitation idea further, dividing his canvas 

into a pottern of rectangles. Each offers o problem 

to be solved within its box outline . 

Throughout his work Gottlieb hos been preoccupied 

with. rectangular shapes and he conceived the idea 

of deoling with formal problems of painting and s1•b

ject molter by the use of the "pictograph ." The 

box - type design integrates time by presen'ting all 
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ADOLPH GOTTLIEB 

continued 

.'.:ERULEAN BULL-oil - 26" x 24" 

RAPE OF PERSEP HO NE-co llec tion B. B. Newman 

together a number of things which occurred at different times. Each boxed idea is separote 

but the whole hos a unity of conception. By this, Gottlieb seeks to get away from the single 

moment in his paintings. He goes through the process of eliminating everything not mean

ingful to him, keeping only those significant frogments of visual phenomena or memories 

scattered in time and space which the pictogroph ties into a totality of experience. 

As a springboard, Gottlieb often uses a mythological idea rather than a specific object or 

thing . He digs in to find pieces which relate to tho idea and express it for him, trying to 

keep away from any literal representation of an actual story or the physical appearance of 

some classical figure. In utilising this method of digging out fragments of consciousness he 

indulges in a kind of free association, with the result that certain shapes are put down on 

the canvas-shapes which may later come to be interpreted as specific symbols. 

He does not try to arrive ot abstraction in the sense of reducing natural objeats to geometric 

shapes, but starts with arbitrary shapes, lines, and forms which are elements of painting. 

There is no effort to distort or arrive ot representation, but if images appear by themselves 

they belong to the pointing. 

Consequently we find suggestions of man, fish, and animals. But Gottlieb does not believe in 

the hierarchy of animals or man . In his paintings a circle is just as important as a man. A 

line may represent man and continue on as just a line with a life of its own and a justifica

tion for being. 

Gottlieb's paintings ore about- people and people's feelings. They ore not about inanimate 

things, not landscapes, not still lifes. He feels that if he sticks to feelings and they are nor

mal other people will shore them, that one of his functions as on artist is to make the 

spectator see the world his way . 
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INDUSTRIAL DESIGN 

... In this series of three articles on industrial design the attempt is made to clarify the form 

.. prob lem in the objects of daily use through investigation of some basic issues. The first 

.. article states how the rise of industrial ism conditions the industrial designer's conception of a form. The second art icle will deal with the way in which form is established, which is a 

A creative act performed by the industrial designer. The third a rt ic le will consider the problem 

... from t he point of \tiew of the pub li c which uses the products of industrial design. 

BY ERNEST K. MUNDT 

• Industrial design, as it confronts lJS today, is too complex to be 
defined briefly. All the objects which surround us in home or 
office, in street, factory or farm, form part of it, from razor blade 
and bathtub to candlestick and dinner ware, from fountain pen to 
turret lathe, from plow and reaper to automobile and airplane. Jn. 
stead of considering the question of what industrial design is as a 
whole, when its differentiated aspects are likely to bewilder us, we 
shall try to take a specific point of view, located at the source, 
from where things look far simpler. We might take the position 
of the industrial designer. :for him, the problem is summed up in 
the question: "What form shall I give to my products and how do I 
know that the form chosen is adequate?" Seen under this aspect, 
industrial design becomes a form problem. 

At first gfance this aspect seems to be self-evident and platitudinous ; 
but it may turn out to be the thread of Ariadne leading through 
the labyrinth. If the interpretation of the term form is taken in
clusively enough, as by the artist for instance, it has much wider 
connotation than mere shape.· Even today, while lacking a unifying 
transcendental idea which pervaded the formal creations of out
standing periods of culture, form still includes, in addition to shape, 
co for, texture, and what is called decoration; form comprises all 
the qualities of an object which act on our senses and our apprecia
tion. These qualities are to a great extent determined by the func
tions for which the object is designed, by the materials from which 
it is made, and by certain human needs, resthetic, emotional, or 
spiritual, which also want to be satisfied. The designer's main con
tribution towards an achievement of form is to visualize these dif- · 
ferent requirements in their importance as constituents of form and 
then to integrate them into a balanced and satisfying whole. To 
understand the designer's quest for form today it is necessary to 
appreciate the specific conditions under which the problem exists 
at the present time. These conditions gave rise to the term Industrial 
-Design. They may best be seen against a historical background. 

Before the times of industrialization and mass-production practically 
every thing was custom-made. There were individual craftsmen, 
brought up in the traditions· of their guilds, as well as individual 
customers, whose needs they satisfied. These craftsmen worked 
within two sets of limitations which helped them in their tasks as 
designers. On the one side they had their craft. Through a long 
training period as apprentices and journeymen, these craftsmen 
grew intimately acquainted with their materials. The blacksmith, 
locksmith, and gunsmith learned to know their steel; the carpenter, 
carriage builder, and cabinet maker experienced the qualities of 
wood; the tanner, shoemaker, and harness maker knew what leather 
could do; the spinner and weaver learned the limitations of their 
fibres. Since they had no power tools, these artisans discovered 
and explored the inherent qualities of their materials, they experi
enced their resilience and formability through their muscles and 
through action which was physical as well as mental. This process 
of conquest led to an intimate experience which without a doubt had 
a decisive influence upon their ideas as designers. (In those days 
the designer and the maker were still the same person. Our word 
Art has its roots in the term to make,) 

Thus, if a cabinet maker had to make a chair, he necessarily 
thought in terms of wood. He selected a kind with the right proper
ties. He knew without hesitation the dimensions necessary for a 
back to be rigid enough or for a leg to accommodate the necessary 
joints. He was unable to exaggerate the curves of an armrest be
cause he was well aware of the limitations set by his technique and 
by the fibre of the wood. He was aware of them because he had 
tried them out for himself. Through trial and error, checked against 
the cumulative experience of his trade, he had arrived at that experi
ence which-according to Oscar Wilde-is the sum total of our 
errors, but which, as Schopenhauer has found , has the advantage of 
certitude. 

The well understood materials and techniques form the one set 
of limitations. The other set is contained in the customer f~r 
whom the work was made. This customer was a man the crafts
man-designer knew. He knew his family, his social position, his 
creed, his principles of behavior, his likes and dislikes. The man 
who ordered· and the man who made were united in a common inter
pretation of terms such as Individual and Society, Authority and 
Freedom, Beautiful and Ugly, Good and Bad. If this customer 
ordered a chair, the craftsman knew precisely what was wanted and 
the customer knew he was exactly understood. The subtle tides of 
progress and tradition carried them both. 

Against this background of relative harmony and human scale, we 
may compare the present-day scene which is rather complex and 
difficult to comprehend. New factors, like natural power, mass
production, and capitalist markets, have gradually entered the field 
and caused many inconsistencies. It is necessary to investigate this 
changed world at some length, to establish some of its main fea
tures in order to secure an approach to the problem of design today. 
The pertinent traits of the age of the craftsman have been depicted 
above in high-relief in order to clarify the points in question. For 
the same reason the following description of the modern scene 
emphasizes the contrasts with the past rather than the continuity 
which, through living traditions, links the present-day develop
ments to the past. 

The great changes which separate the world of the industrial de
signer from the world of the craftsman were brought about mainly 
by scientific discovery and the exploitation of the forces of nature. 
Harnessing wind and water with the primitive means of handi
craft was not enough to introduce new aspects. Steam and electricity, 
however, exploded the concepts to which man had grown accustomed 
since his early days. The concept of physical power, based on man
power, was destroyed through the possibility of using natural ener
gies to an extent that rapidly outgrew all known proportions. The 
concept of distance, based, say, on the traveling habits of the horse, 
was destroyed through the rapid development of transportation and 
communication far beyond established experience. The collapse of 
the concepts of power and distance initiated the collapse of other 
concepts such as efficiency and time. 

Previous to the use of power tools, the (continued on page 50) 
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it 

doesn't 

add 

up 

BY HARMON ALEXANDER 

ARTS AND ARCH ITECTURE 

• Mathematics is a science and like any science its purpose is to help make our daily lives 
easier to live. But somehow mathematics has fallen far short of achieving this. In school, where 
we are required to study this science, our life is made miserable by having to use it; out of 
school, where we shun it as much as possible, our life becomes unduly complicated by our not 
being able to use it. 
It can't be that there is something the matter with mathematics. 
It can't be that there is something the matter with us-not with so many of us, at any rate. 
There seems, however, to be rather much evidence that the trouble lies in the process of 
getting mathematics and us together. 
For example, would anybody teach a child how to walk by making him run a race with 
his fellows? Yet this is the way we were taught arithmetic. We had hardly grasped the fact 
that one and one is two before our teacher was trying to find out how fast we could add. 
We were pitted against the rest of our class, we were clocked, we were constantly hounded 
to make more speed. Why? What was the hurry? 
Mathematicians themselves are seldom fast adders. Why is it necessary that children add 
a particular column in four seconds instead of six? We've seen over and over again what 
this leads to. Everybody except the calculating genius develops all kinds of complexes and 
frustrations. Consequently in adult life, not only can' t we add that column in four seconds, 
we can't even do it in six. Chances are it takes us ten seconds and we have to add it ten 
times in the bargain. Then we're faced with the annoying problem of having to decide 
which of the ten answers is the correct one. 
Forcing a child to calculate rapidly is bad enough, but how much more ·absurd it is to 
make him do something rapidly when he doesn't even understand what it is he's doing. One 
of the main reasons why we find it difficult, if not impossible, to handle numbers is be
cause mathematics is taught not as something which arises out of our every-day life, but 
as something extraneous to it-something which exists outside of us ahd is brought into 
our life. 
The text book writers would deny this. Theywould point out, as most of them do in their 
preface, how very practical their particular book is. All the problems are in simple term~
terms the child can readily understand, terms with which he is completely familiar; all the 
problems are related to his play, his home, his school. Sure enough, if you look through 
the book, you'll find the author is 100% correct. The problems are indeed the very saine 
practical problems that we as a child met in our daily life. 
But these problems are not in themselves mathematics. The mathematics consist~ in their solu
tion and in order to solve them we have to know to add, subtract, multiply, and divide. 
No\v it is these processes which are not related to our life. These processes are ta~gbt as if 
they were a collection of ordained commandmen~s that apparently ~orrie out of the blue and 
seemingly have no meaning whatsoever concerning anything with which we're familiar. 
How, for example, is division taught. "To divide 175 by 7," says the book, "since 7 doesn't 
go into 1, you say 7 into 17 is 2 and 3 left over. So you put down the 2 and prefix the 3 
lo the 5. Then you say .. etc . .. etc ... " 
I think you'll agree that any connection between this and your day-to-day life is purely 
coincidental. Nevertheless, this complete abstraction, this mathematical hocus-pocus is re
lentlessly drilled into our skull and pounded into the crevices of our brain cells until it 
seems our head is going to split wide open. But the human head can take a great deal. Some
how or other it doesn' t split and somehow or other we learn division-after a fashion, that is. 
Now what? 
Now our teacher gives us one of those practical every-day problems. It's a problem we 
were able to solve almost automatically before we ever came near the school. Only now we 
have to solve it by a process called division. One number must be divided _by another and 
we have to determine which number is to be divided by which. To arrive at this decision 
involves a process of reasoning which is somewhat obscure. 
Where are we, Division which was supposed to 'be the means of solving the problem turns 
out to be something quite' different. It turns out to be the Very opposite. Jt becomes some
thing that stands between the statement of the problem and its solution. It becomes the 
ohstacle, the hurdle, the stone wall which pre vents us from solving the probl:eln. 
Show the average person a fraction and he trembles. His bfood pressure sky rockets. His 
pulse climbs to 157 and drops to 6. His temperature soars to 212 and. sinks to 27 below 
zero. He alternates between fever and chills 3 7 times in 14. ·seconds. He stands gaping at 
the fraction transfixed and as soon as he can gain contro~ over himself he turns on his 
heel and dashes madly into the night. 
There are many· reasons why so many of us are terrified by fractions, but without doubt 
one of those reasons can be found in the way we were introduced to numbers in general 
and to fractions in particular. 
Man's number ~oncept today is far different from what it was when he first climbed down 
out of the tree. It has broadened enormous! y; it has undergone changes; it is still chang
ing: Nobody would think of teaching a child that the world is flat (continued on page 53) 



case study house 

# 

ALPHA ... FITS ANY LE VEL VAL LEY BOTTOM 

THIS IS THE THIRTEENTH OF A CONTINUING SERIES OF 

STUDIES BY HINE NATIONALLY KNOWN ARCHITECTS FOR 

ARTS & ARCHITECTURE'S CASE STUDY HOUSE PROGRAM. 

THESE HOUSES WILL BE BUILT BY THE MAGAZINE AS CLIENT, 

IMMEDIATELY GENERAL BUILDING CONDITIONS MAKE IT 

POSSIBLE. 

BY RICHARD J. NEUTRA, A. I. A. 
This is the second of two houses designed for the mogozine's Case Study Hause Pro

grom by Richord J. Neutra. He has taken two hypothetical fomilies, the first, a Mr. 

and Mrs. Omega, were pretty thoroughly digested in the October issue. We now come 

to the problem of Mr. and Mrs. Alpha and the solution of their particular project. 

• Mrs. Alpha's sister and her husband, the Omegas, have their house 

on the next lot to the north. Together these people had decided on a 

most favorable scheme, to settle themselves side by side-with their 

houses and gardens in a harmonious relationship. In this manner, it 

should be possible to preserve both a controlled and agreeable view 

out of the major rooms of their homes, and to accomplish desirable 

privacy- (in other words, to avoid a breakfast nook• that looks di

rectly into someone else's bath room windows.) 

It is only a miracle when houses not planned together avoid mutual 



BIRDSEYE VIEW OF THE ALPHA HOUSE FROM THE SOUTHWEST 
LIVING QUARTERS AND DIN ING BAY FORM A CONTINUOUS SPACE AND EXTEND INTO THE PATIOS 

L 

nuisances. Any sensible pair or group 

of prospective home owners can co

ordinate their effort-right from the 

lot purchase to the employment of an 

architect and later of a building con

tractor-so that they will derive from 

the combination greater advantage 

and savings. 

As made clear by site sketch and 

model, which show the relation of the 

two houses to each other, the lovely 

mountain view remains for both saved 

and unobstructed! The buildings and 

adjoining free areas are staggered for 

a minimum of mutual interference. 

Of course, within all this combined 

planning, the Alpha house is a unit of 

its own and in itself. It could well 

stand alone, without its companion. 

But together the two give an atmo

sphere and form that favorably re

flect upon each of them. 

The tall and shading trees, landmarks 

of this spot of Southern California 

foothill land, have been preserved for 

everybody's visual benefit. The Alphas 

are, as a family, a little older than 

the Omegas. In this case the two girls 

are the younger, eight and ten, and 

their brother is thirteen. The Alpha and 

Omega girls have been playing together 



THE PLAY AND PICNIC PATIO SERVES FOR ROUGH AND MOST FORMAL USE 



for years, and the detached lath house, which Mr. Alpha, (an ama
teur-and after workinghours horticulturist, wants to overgrow with 
vines}, will contain a large room for youthful gatherings, a neutral 
ground dedicated to the children of both families. 

The Alphas have a requirement as to spaces and facilities for their 
family of five, which, on many points, is not unusual: Living quarters 
with a fireplace; a dining bay or room, ar~iculated off these general 
living spaces; definitely two outside sitting areas well connected with 
it-one with morning light, and the other with evening sun-but 
not the too early rays when they are still hot. The Alphas feel that a 
cool afternoon sitting space is an asset in the foothill plain. The two 
outdoor living areas, although naturally on different sides of the 
buildil'ig, should, (and this was a specific wish of Mrs. Alpha}, psy
chologically connect with each other. (This seemed a difficult con
dition! And it was aggravated by Mrs. Alpha's anticipation that on 
occasions of picnic parties, with youngsters about, there would prob
ably be continuous traffic from one open air terrace to the other; -
root beer to be spilled and greasy sandwiches to drip.} The plan 
shows how we solved the problem by using the same coarse pavement 
north and south of the building and passing through a .zone of the 
living quarters adjacent to the hearth of the fireplace. When the 
sliding doors are open, there is a unity of the entire social area in
and-outdoors and on both sides of the building. 

The living quarters, should on occasion be able to accomodate a guest, 
-if possible as far removed from the family sleeping quarters and 
toileting facilities as possible. The Alphas, among themselves, are 
not very prudish, but they think that their neglige-behaviour might 
be bothersome and embarassing to an adult guest. 

We decided that a guest of this sort hardly ever goes to bed, while 
the family stays up in the living room, and so a bay with a couch, not 
far from the powder room and entrance lavatory, where a drape can 
be pulled, would be the best solution. (Mr. Alpha, who as we already 
have mentioned, is a chronic horticulturist, promised he would use 
this bathroom on Saturday afternoons. It was, however, agreed that 
a future very simple addition should be p~ovided for: a special gar
dener's toilet, west of and back to back to the entrance lavatory.} 

The Alphas explained that a very regular informal out-of-door tak
ing of meals and hospitable feeding of others was a cherished practice 

1 garden tool storage ot entrance pergola 

2 powder room near entry 

3 utility room and laundry 

4 kitchen with service counter from kitchen 

5 dining space with service counter from kitchen 

6 2-car shelter 

7 living quarters 

8 family activity room opening on to polio 13 

9 washroom, shower and toilet section 

10 boys room with 2-story bunk and lov:itory 

11 girls room with lavatory 

12 parents bedroom with lovotory 

13 dining patio 

14 social terroc2 

15 service ya•d 

16 en! ranee p~rgo 1 o 

A VIEW OVER PARENTS PATIO WESTWARD 



FLOOR LAYOUT OF THE ALP HA HOUSE 

with them. The barbecue adjoining the outdoor fireplace and a 
benchlike set of two steps was very welcome to them. Likewise, they 
desired a very intimate connection of this primary food-and-meal 
patio with the culinary production center. According ly, only a few 
steps need be taken to carry trays from the porthole in the dining bay 
and kitchen wall to the outside eaters. The kitchen itself overlooks 
the outside service area, and on its other end connects in an "L" 
with utility room and home washing facilities. The service entrance 
is placed where the two wings meet, and where groceries and pur
chases made in town, enter from the car parked under the garage 
roof overhang. 

The Alphas desired at least a modest indoor family play room. With
out spending much money here, it was to be divided off from the more 
quiet sitting room, where visitors are received. We decided to simply 
enlarge the hall which leads to the bedrooms, and a few feet added 
in width turned the corridor into something more usable. (A broad 
sliding door on its long exterior front helps to widen this space into 
the outside on friendly days.) 

The boy has occasional school fellow guests, so a double bunk bed 
seemed the best idea with a lavatory right in the room and a desk 
near the window. This suggested the idea of providing similar facili-



ALPHA AND OMEGA FROM THE STREET 

CLOSER BIRDSEYE VIEW OF THE ALPHA HOUSE ALONE FROM THE NORTH 

MODEL BY JAN VAN TAMELEN 

ALL PHOTOGRAPHS OF MODEL BY JULIUS SHULMAN 

ties for each of the private rooms or sleeping 
quarters. This to avoid crowding of bathroom 
facilities. 
The clients desired one tub-equipped bath
room; one completely separate, and separate
ly usable shower; and one equally independent 
toilet, all clustered into one section of the 
house to reduce plumbing runs. 

All private rooms, and especially the parents 
quarters, have a defined sleeping and an 
equally defined "living section." The parents 
enjoy a sliding door out into their own private 
garden. The social space as well as the private 
rooms all have a magnificent view of the 
mountains. 

In appearance this house has been designed 
with constant thought for its relation with its 
neighbor. The same facing and finishing ma
terials, as well as similar fixtures are used. 



THE QU IET SOCIAL PATIO IS WELL TREE SHELTERED AGAINST THE STREET 

ALPHA AND OMEGA UNDER THE IR EX ISTING TREES 

- I 

The considerations and motives given for the type of flat but slanting 
roof, draining the rain water in the same direction as does the sloping 
ground itself, were readily accepted. The angle of roof pitch, the light 
gravel cover are identical on the Alpha and Omega houses; they 
are prominent features of harmonizing the buildings with each other 
and with the sloping grounds, an effect which the sketches can only 
incomplete.ly show. 



RIGHT: Detail from one of the in
troductory exhibits. "The FORM of 
everyday things is determined by 
USE ... MATERIALS ... TECH-
NIQUES . .. " The caption behind 
the teapot reads: "Use or Function 
is the main source of Form. Look 
at the TEAPOT: it is a container 
for tea, but in addition 
the spout must be designed to pour 
without dripping 
the handle must be easy to hold and 
pleasant to touch 
the lid must not fall off while pour
ing 
the pot must be easy to clean 
the pot must be of a mater ial that 
will not absorb odors 
the pot must be pleasant to look at .. 
AN OBJECT IS WELL DESIGNED IF 
IT SATISFIES ALL PROBLEMS CON
NECTED WITH ITS USE." 
In the foreground, radio designed 
by Alexander Girard for Internation
al Detrola Corporation, Detroit . 

Maple Arm Chair with webbed seat and back; developed for army use, 
manufactured in Beecher Falls, Vermont . 

CENTER RIGHT : Close -up of exhibits of "Well - Designed Articles from 
Minneapolis Stores." The dropped ceiling is made of 2x2 redwood; lighting 
fixtures by Kurt Versen. Radio-phonograph console designed by Alexander 
Girard for International Detrola Corporation, Detroit. 

CENTER LEFT: View from the entrance of the Gallery toward the Reading 
Lounge which is separated from the exhibition space by a rope partition. 
Furniture by H. G. Knoll. 

BELOW LEFT: Section of the exhibition space. Plywood partition at right 
screens curator's office and workroom. Wall colors are deep blue-green, 
intense chartreuse yellow, and white. 

BELOW RIGHT : Products contributed by designers and manufacturers from 
all parts of the country for the opening exhibition "Ideas for Better Living" . 
Table in foreground shows bake sheet and pan by Reynolds Metals, Ken 
tucky; electric iron by General Mills, Minneapolis; pressure cooker and 
kitchen scale designed by Sundberg fr Ferar, Detroit, for Landers, Frary and 
Clark, Connecticut. At right, "Storage Wall' developed by Life Magazine 
and The Architectural Forum. 



GALLERY OF EVERYDAY ART 
BY EL IZABETH McCAUSLAND WALKER ART CENTER 

H I L D E R E I S S A N D W I L L I A M F R I E D M A N, D ES I G N E R S 
A PERMANENT INFORMATION CENTER FOR HOMEMAKERS opened this Jonuory 

ot the Walker Art Center in Minneapolis. By launching on Everyday Art Gallery 

dedicated to the "minor arts" of doily living, o leading American art museum 

initiated o community activity, which augurs well for greater public use of the arts 

in America. Organised to enable the consumer to obtain information and standards 

for architecture, home furnishings, and all the objects and tools of doily life, the 

Everyday Art Gallery is the first gun in what may well become o notion-wide move

ment for "better living" through active consumer participation and education in 

modern design. 

The objectives of the Everyday Art Gallery hove been formulated by its curator, Hilde 

Reiss, as follows: "Our gallery hos been established to help build o better environ

ment for doily living . This includes many things we use every day-buildings, ve-

hicles, furniture, fountain pens, frying pons, door knobs, drinking glosses. Lorge or 

small, all affect human well-being. None need be ugly or awkward. 

"Are home furnishings satisfactory? Are they designed for today? Or ore they sur

vivals of the post? Do lighting fixtures look like candles or ore they clean forms of 

the age of electricity? Arc choirs for hoopskirts or shorts? What relation is there 

between utility and beauty. The Everyday Art Gallery plans to answer these 

questions." 

Some of the first answers ore to be found in the opening exhibition, "Ideals for Better 

Living," designed and installed by Miss Reiss, in collaboration with William Friedman, 

assistant director of the Art Center. A brief theoretical display of the evolution of 

form from use sets the stage for new radios, electric irons, heaters, pressure cookers, 

choirs, tableware of many kinds, architectural plans, the Life-Architectural Forum 

"Storage Woll," and related materials. Succeeding exhibitons will show contem

porary furniture, fabrics, ceramics, home planning, and ol·her special fields. To en

courage local retailers to merchandise products of good design, the feature "Well 

Designed Objects from Minneapolis Stores" will be repeated in the foll, in time for 

lhe Christmas trade, ond thereafter will be on onnuol event . 

The Everyday Art Gallery comes on the scene with on especial timeliness. The wor is 

over-we hope . The deep, bright thoughts of millions turn toward "Home." There 

is the peace ond security and beauty which total war docs not offer. There is the 

modes! aspiration of humanity for o heorthside of its own-a dream particularly 

potent since millions of homes the world over hove been destroyed. Further, from 

o point of view of the notional economy, only expanded consumption will enable the 

United States to maintain the high level of wartime production and so to ove1t the 

twenties' lamentable pattern of inflation, artificial prosperity, and utter collapse . The 

world market, of course, con absorb production goods; but consumers' goods ore on 

immediate and crying need at home . 

Hence o museum program directed to consumers is o "natural." In terms of con 

sumer demand, the new Everyday Art Gallery is well timed, even though there is not 

as yet on abundance of consumer products. More, this demand is by no means con

fined to the Middle West. The recent double spread of pictures in the New Y o rk 

Times Sunday Mogo:i:ine section, showing installation shots and individual exhibits in 

the gallery's frst exhibition, "ldeo!s For Better Living," touched o live nerve in the 

American buying public: the Times received o quantity of enquiries as to where the 

objects shown could be purchased in New York! General response, among publica

tions and institutions, to the gallery's opening also indicates that this new museum 

activity possesses wide public appeal. 

What is the source of this appeal? D. S. Defenbocher, the Walker Art Center's di

rector, states it briefly : "For some ten years the conviction hos been growing on 

me that the so-called fine arts ore overrated, not in their humanistic qualities but in 

their supposed appeal to all other forms of art . The overrating is, to 

my mind, o matter of proportion of human use and need. Numerically there ore 

more people in the world who do not hove on interest in pair.ting and sculpture than 

there ore who do. There is no person, however, who is not interested in the products of 

the 'other' arts-those which form his doily scene. These-his tableware, his easy choir, 

his kitchen stove-ore emblems of his taste, his accomplishment, his responsibility. 

They ore woven into the whole complex fabric of his being." (Continued on page 54) 

Gooseneck Desk Lamp. gray ename l fini sh . d esig ned a nd manufa ctured by 
Kurt Vcrsc n. 

ABOVE: The Wa lker Art Center. Minneapolis. Remodeled in 1944; Magney 
Tusler & Setter, Architects. 

Mag a z ine Rack of wood and Plexig lass, des igned by Sundberg and Ferar, 
De tro it, manufac tured by Plastics Manufact uring Co., Da llas, Texas . 
Plcxigluss 8Jthroom Accessories, manuf.Jc1ured by Premier Plastic s, 

M1nncapol1s. 



APARTMENT PROJECT 
by Gregory Ain, A. I. A. 

[NHlANC.E ELEVATION N 

SlAHT ELEVATION w 

GAAOEN. El t\IA.llON s 

C.RO~ • x ~EC.llON 



• Designed to provide a mare typical family living space 

than the average apart ment, these projected buildings 

were plonne:I to overcome the usual disadvantages of 

mu!ti-family dwellings-lack of pri vacy, lock of separ

ote garden spaces for o u tdoor living and children's ploy, 

and proximity to thz st reet and to street noises- with 

out less of ground or income for the client. 

Two adjoin ing lots fo rm the si te. For be st use of the 

land all garages were placed on one let , which made it 

necessary to join lhem to the moin build ing by a con

tinuous wall in order to satisfy certain le gal requirem ents. 

Staggering of the bui ldings results from irregular set 

back restrict ions . Land which in another scheme might 

have been a tantalizing but unusai>le common green 

here becom es a series of enclosed patios, one adjacent to 

the living area of each unit. 

The apartm ents ore entered from paved wa iks along the 

north sides, the simple "row hous :o " plan pe rmitting each 

oporf ment to hove its own entrance a t g round le•·e!. A 

high wall separates the walk from the patios. Paved ex-
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cept for small squares for planting, the patios require 
very little maintenance. They are so placed that they 
are not visible from neighboring units. The bedrooms 
open to spacious balconies overlooking the gardens. Un
der each apartment there is a full basement which may 
be used for storage or as a rumpus room. No windows 
foce the street except in the' bachelor units above the 
garage. 

Exterior walls will be of corrugated tronsite with un
broken wall spaces treated in bright colors as a foil for 
the landscaping. Windows in the stairwell will be of 
obscure gloss. The stair treads will be wood planks 
covered with linoleum; wire gloss will be used for the 
risers to light the stoirwoy to the basement. 

- --+---· 
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EXCLUSIVELY MERIT SP1EdFi~-o·· J··~-!J 
I I . · . f . , .· 

CSfJ011Jt N1 . II 

D11i11t1d by 

} . It D111itisM 

Btt trlT HiU1, Calif, 

Because It Is fl\~eloof, low In cosr, soundproof, ck roslsta'nt a.nd speedily 

Installed; the SC UiACHER GRIPLATH FLOATING WALL ~ STEM Jlas b.een specified 

by the architects fot Arts and Architecture's CSHouses s best In wa9 construction 

for these homes fotmodern living. See SCHUMACHE GRIPLATt'a 'SCHUMACHER 

GYPSUM PLASTER~ n the CSHouse1 where they re now bel g Installed. Note 

their beauty and ia ty. Ask our representative f r full deti • 

I I ;/ / 
I I I I 

I I I I 
I ; I 

I / 

SCHUMACHER 
WALL BOARD CORPORATION 

.. 301 FIRESTONE BOULEVARD, SOUTH GATE, CAllFORNIA KIMBALL 9211 
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A Home To Live In, Play In-This design, winner in the 
Suburban Home class of the recent American Builder prize 
competit ion, is by Charles and Arthur Schreiber of Chicago, 
Illinois. It takes full advantage, with its triple-purpose rec-

reation area, of the trend toward building ample play room 
into tomorrow's homes. Adapted from American Builder Mag
azine, to show how a new idea in home heating-the Coleman 
Floor Furnace-can help increase comfor t and " livability." 

Two Sparkling New Ideas For More Livable, 
More Salable Homes of Tomorrow 

Warm-Floor Comfort; Low-Cost Area Heating-The floor plan below shows how a Coleman Floor Furnace system can 
provide independent, a utomatic heat ing, with "warm-floor" comfort, for each of the three major areas of the house. Such a 
system includes one or more individual, 
automatic un its (3 used here). Each floor 
furnace can be set to give ideal comfort for 
its own area-operates independently of other 
units-with minim um fuel expense. The 
initial cost of a multiple installation may be 
lower than that of a central heat plant capa
ble of doing an equal job. Note that no base
ment is needed for warm floors with this new 
advancement. Coleman F loor Furnaces will 
be available post-war in gas, oil or LP-gas 
models. 

Write for catalog and detailed information , 
Dept. AC-536, Coleman Company, Inc., 332 
East Third Street, Los Angeles 54, California. 

f 
--: __ 

This Cutaway View of the 
Coleman FlooT Furnace 
shows how 3 important 
features especially com
bat co ld floors and in
crease comfort: (1) Cole
man's exclusive patent
ed streamlined bottom 
t hat speeds warm -air 
travel, up to 35%-warms 
a bigger area; (2) Large 
area of heating surface 
for fast warming of cold 

--=--· 

air before it flows out of the furnace; (3) Big 
et'ficient burner that gets most heat ou t of 
fuel for low-cost operation. At right: "Phan
tom floor ' • shows how the furnace is set in 
the floo r , with only the register at fl oor level, 
in recreation room ot Shreiber house. 

THE "HOT" NAME IN HOME HEATING 
~ 

THE COLEMAN COMPANY, INC. •~A 1 o PH ILADELPHIA 8 •LOS ANGELES 54 o TORONTO, CANADA 
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A Priceless Blanket of HOME COMFORT ancl SECURITY 

SELECTED on a strict 

merit basis for use in six or 

more of the Case Study 

Houses being built by maga

zine Arts & Architecture! 

NATIONAL 
ROCK WOOL 
HOME INSULATION 

that pays for itself! 

• Protects against costly 
heat losses through ceil
ings, roof and walls! 

• Insures uniform room tem
perature throughout the 
house, the year 'round! 

• Reduces drafts that cause 
colds and other health 
disturbances ! 

• Provides resistance to fire, 
electrical short circuits, 
moisture, termites, vermin 
and decay! 

• Saves money on decorat
ing costs! 

• Effective as a sound
deadener! 

assuring actual cash savings, as much as 40°/o, on winter fuel 

costs and keeping rooms up to 20° cooler during summer weather! 

Architects and Contractors, as wel I as ex1sung and prospective home 
and building owners, are welcoming National Insulation Company's 
expanded, efficient organization of skilled applicators and estimators 
now available to meet the vital need for adequate home insulation on 
the Coast! Featuring National Fireproof Rock \X'ool Home Insulation, 
pneumatically applied, National's new, modern, portable equipmenc 
insures a speedier, more effective insulating job, regardless of its size 
or complexity. Complete satisfaction is guaranteed! 

Rock Wool Home Insulation, Blown the National way, represents 
a sound, self-liquidating investment that continues to pay cash and 
comfort dividends as long as the building is occupied. 

Requests for Estimates and lnformalio11 are i11l'iled - 110 obligatio11! 

NATIONAL INSULATION COMPANY, INC. 
CONTRACTORS • ENGINEERS • DISTRIBUTORS 

HOME OFFICE: 2560 Glendale Blvd., Los Angeles 26, Calif. 
Phone NOrmandie 2-2153 or 2-2154 

[ 

OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL COAST CITIES 

National Insulation Company's BONDED CERTIFICATE OF 
GUARANTEE provides for a full thick lour ( 4) inches of 
National Grade "A" Rock Wool with a mini>num d e nsity 

of at least I 'h pounds to th e square foot . ] 
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new developments 
furnishings, lighting, wall covering 

• Newest development in outdoor furniture is a clean-lined group 
of aluminum models by Deeco, Inc., of Los Angeles. 
The line is made of three-quarter-inch solid aluminum extruded 
rod. Cross bracing is attached by flat·head screws, leaving a 
surface unmarred by bolt heads. Spring supports are extruded as 
a flanged part of the frame, distributing stresses uniformly through
out the entire piece. 
The furniture is polished to chrome-like finish and treated chemi
f'ally to resist corrosion. Covering fahrii·s are made of water re-

pe l lent heavy duck, and table tops of laminated plastic. Models in
clude lounges, chairs, tables and folding chairs. Heaviest piece, a 
chaise lounge, weighs 48 pounds. 
Deeco is a new organization established by the Deutsch Company, 
manufacturer of hydraulic fittings . and valves for aircraft. Deeco 
owns and is the chief customer of Central Metal Corporation. Deeco's 
100,000-square-foot manufacturing plant is located in Burbank on 
the same site where Aeron Corporation manufactured. 

• Westinghouse Lamp Division has developed a "lighthouse in a 
tube," most brilliant lamp ever made for general commercial use. 
IL is a 1000-watt tubular bulb with powerful yellow-green light 
streaming from a mercury vapor arc the diameter of a cigaret. 
The air-cooled lamp produces 60 lumens for each watt of electricity 
consumed, enabling it to pack the mightiest punch of practical 
artificial illumination in the world. Total output is 60,000 lumens. 
It was designed for lighting high ceiling factories, baseball dia
monds, indoor sports arenas and other expansive areas where a 
high level of lighting with a minimum of reflectors is desired. 

• Information just released on Varlon indicates the stainproof 
wall covering has stood up under a kicking around that shouldn't 
happen to a saloon floor. 
Dumped on samples of Varlon-and subsequently washed off with 
soap and waler-were Crisco, chicken fat, Spry, Ma;:o)a Oil, lard, 
butler, lubricating grease and oil, castor oil, olive oil, peanut butter, 
Vaseline, Unguentine, furniture polish, dirty grease, red and blue 
inks, lead pencil, all colored wax crayons, brown and black shoe 
polish, lipstick, eyebrow pencil, liquid shoe cleaners, scuff and 
heel marks, meat sauces, salad dressings, syrup, face cream, jam, 
c·hocolate candy, coffee, tea, rum, whisky, gin, beer, and blood. 
1 n special tests technicians of Varlon, Inc., Chicago, washed Varlon 
2S,OOO times, applied flame to it for five minutes, poured water in 
a cup-shaped :-ample, turned German cockroaches loose on it for 
six days, sandpapered it, applied Fade-Ometer lights to it for 24 
hours, put salt water 011 it, let bacteria and mold grow on it and 
rxposed it to Phenol, cod liver oil and sour milk, all without visible 
effect, and with no resultant odor. 
Varlon stainproof wall covering is built up into a composite unit 
with either paper or cloth backing. It may be applied by customary 
paper hanging methods. Paper backed Varlon trims as easily and 
smoothly as any ordinary wall covering. Cloth backed, it is tougher 
but trims smooth and straight with no tendency to pull or ravel at 
the edges. 

CSHouse # 1 
designed by J . R. Davidson 

CALIFORNIA STUCCO 
"COLOR COAT'' 

SPECIFIED 

EXCLlJSIVELY 

for all of the 
Arte & Architecture 
Case Study Houses 

ask your dealer for our 
new pocket size deck of 
COWR CARDS with complete 
instructions for the 
application of Interior 
and Exterior Stucco and 
Portland Cement Paint. 

CALIFORNIA STUCCO COMPANY 
184-0 E. 25th Street Los An&eles, Calif. 

CEntury 2-0101 
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~~ "STAGGERED" COOKING TOP 

YOUll CLIENTS ;,'£j "SIMMER-SPEED" BURNERS 

WANT THESE *J LARGE "3-in-I" OVEN 

JEWELED FEATURES f.?/ "GLO" BROILER 

HER FOODS COOK 
WHILE SHE'S AWAY 

!IA'~/ 

$ "SCIENTIFIC" COOKING CHARTS 

GEO. D. ROPER CORPORATION, Rockford, lllinoi' 

Approved by A.G.A. 

CONTINENTAL 
"Blue Flame" 

WATER HEATERS 
Selected 011 a strict merit basis 
for use in Arts & Ar•·hiteeture's 

Case Study Hou!'t>~ 
Nos. 3 and 14· 

WURSTER & BERNARDI, Architect s 

e The 1•xt•eptio11ul cffil·it•n•·~· u1ul N°0110111~· of 

Continental Water StoragP Heaters merit the 

attention of architt>ct, contrador and user 

alike. There's one for every pur~e and purpo~e ! 

CaK Heats Faster - Costs Leu 

CONTINENTAL WATER HEATER CO. LTD., Los Angeles • Son Francisco 

ARTS AND ARCHITECTURE 

appliances, accessories, gadgets 

• A new automatic washer was introduced in Chicago recently by 
the 1900 Corporation. Called the Whirlpool Whirlmatic, the new 
model washes, rinses, and damp dries with a single dial setting. 
It has a top-hatch opening, does not require bolting to the floor, and 
can be started or stopped at any point in the washing cycle without 
beginning the cycle over again. 

• An adjustable quadrangle of 
interest to architects and en· 
~iners was announced recently 
by the Stewart-] ackson lnstru· 
ment Company of Los Angeles. · 
Angles from 0 to 90 degrees, 
pitch scales from 0 to 24/12, 
percentage slopes from 0 to 100 
percent, sine or cosine func

tlions, and tangents may be found with the S & J Quadrangle. It has 
eight drawing edges, is rectangular in shape and may be used as a 
triange. Price is $7.50. 

• House to house calls on hundreds of American housewives 
helped shape the designing of a new Presteline electric range built 
by Domestic Appliance Division of Pressed Steel Car Company. 

Three arrangements of burners were worked out to satisfy the 
preferences of 97 percent of the housewives questiond. The range 
comes with three burners and a deep well cooker grouped on the 
right, two on each side, or all four in line in the rear. 

Other features are seven heats for each burner, fluorescent illu
mination of the range top, l 7xl 7x20-inch oven with broiler at the 
top, Fibreglas insulation, and aluminum barbecue pan. Oven, deep 
well cooker, and appliance outlet of the Presteline are fully auto
matic, operating through a selector switch and clock timer. 

• A new, bright, electro-deposited coaling made up of about 45 
percent tin and 55 percent copper has been developed by the British 
Tin Research Institute in London. The alloy is called speculum. It 
has the color of silver, hardness between nickel and chromium, 
and high resistance to corrosion and tarnish. Uses include coat
ings on jewelry, table ware, bathroom fixtures, and all interior 
metal trim. 

• Nickel plating inside steel pipe is now possible through a process 
developed by the Bart Mfg. Co. of Belleville, N. J. Pipe up to 18 
inches in diameter in lengths of 20 feet may be plated, after which 
welding, reducing and bending will not destroy the lining. 

• Outside protection for steel pipe has been developed by the Bake
lite Corp. of New York City. A coating of partially polymerized 
phenolaldehyde resins is hardened lo a glass-like surface by heat
ing. 

• Home inter-communication systems are garnrng popularity both 
for new construction and installation in existing houses. Executone, 
Inc., of New York, offers a two-station home outfit for $49.50. 
The inter-com can be used for everything from eavesdropping on 
the baby's room lo checking callers before opening the front door. 
Both permanent and portable installations can be made. Calls may 
originate from any station. A complete >'e l11 p ran link ·1he head of 
the house with every room at all time>'. 

• Swallow Airplane Company 
of Wichita, Kansas, has an
nounced a compact, door-hug· 
~ing, floor-grabbing door hold
er suitable for light doors in 
homes up to heavy-weight the· 
ater doors. The new gadget is 
the Doormaster. Spring-loaded, 
it brings tremendous pressure 
lo bear without slipping. A 
bullet catch holds it out of the 
way when not in use. 

The Doormaster is fabricated 
of durable aluminum, mount· 
ing a rubber foot on the piston. 
It is hung from the door by two flat-head screws. Price is $1.95. 
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news 

• California architects must become crusaders for civic beauty if 
the awkwardness of unplanned city growth is to be eliminated, 
Charles 0. Matcham, president of the Southern California Chapter, 
American Institute of Architects, said recently. 
"I am at times somewhat skeptical of the full truth of the state· 
ment that California Architects are great leaders," he said. "We 
have other and greater obligations than merely those to our own 
individual clients .... I wonder whether we in California are ... 
really doing our utmost to plan our cities as they should be to 
achieve perfect economic, moral, and social Jiving, to design build
ings with full sense of permanence and dignity, to eliminate un
sigh tly eyesores along our boulevards and highways, to take leader
ship in our public life, even political life if need be, to fulfill the 
accomplishments of our duty. 
He asked architects to "assume leadership in every phase of the 
life of our very rapidly growing community," Los Angeles. 

• Winning designs in the Chicago Trib-
tme's $24.,000 Chicagoland Prize Homes 
competition were shown during February 
in the Chicago Art Institute. With them 
were 175 other contest entries chosen by 
the judges as meriting special attentio1;, 
Designs also were published in the Sun
day Tribunf'. 
Three problems were set up for the en· 
!rant~ . Problem J required a house of 
less than 1100 square feet of floor arf'a , 
~uitahle for :m by 150-foot lot, and ade
quate for a father, mother, and six-year
old son. Problem 2 called for a house 
of not more than 1400 squarn feet, suit
able for a 56 by J SO-foot site. and ade
quate for a fath.er, mother. son, 12, and 
daughter, 8. Problem 3 was a house of 
not more than 1700 square feet, suitable 
for a 75 by 150-foot lot, and adequate 
for father, mother, two daughters, 16 and 
6. and son, 12. Chicago builders and 
architects were judges. 

• Complete information on financing, lo
cation, planning, construction, fun1ishing. 
landscaping, and advertising tourist court~ 
is given in a new book, Tourist Court Plan 
Book, published by the Tourist Court 
Journal of Temple, Texas. 
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tween buying new houses and old house~. 
Only 18.4. percent of the prospective owners would go to an archi
tect to acquire a house. Real estate agents will get the most business 
( 30.6 percent) with builders considered the first to see by 20.2 
percent. Largest desired price bracket was from $4500 to $5999-
25 percent, but 21.8 percent would seek houses priced from $6000 
to $7499. Median price was $5943. 
Preference in type of architecture went first to Colonial ( 18.8 per
cent), second to bungalow ( 17. l percent) and third to modern 
(11.8 percent), a gain from previous surveys for modern. Runners 
up were Cape Cod, ranch-patio and English, with nearly 38 percent 
of the persons interviewed not bothering to state any preference. 

• Despite drastic shortages of some building materials, construction 
in the 11 Western states has gone into a boom this year, according 
to a review hy the trade publication, Western Building. A hundred 
and ninety-six cities in the area reported a gross valuation of 
$99,417,978 in January , up 123.88 percent over the figure~ of a 
year before. Total ~ were based on h11ikli11g J'<'fmits 1~~11ecl . 

-~::; .... 
··"'., ·, .... · 

The plan hook has been offered as assist
ance to persons planning additions to pre
~ent tourist courts or construction of new 
courts. Tourist court coffee rooms and 
service stations also are handled. 
Following the first 80 pages of descrip
tion and illustrations of successfully op
erated tourist courts are 50 pages of floor 
plans. Small, medium, and large courts 
are shown. Some are original conceptions 
by Tom E. Lightfoot, staff consulting ar
chitect of Tourist Court Journal. Others 

TODAY HOME BUILDERS WANT 
are plans of tourist courts now in opera
tion. 
The plan book is the first of its kind on 
the market. Price is $27, including a year's 
subscription to the Journal. 

building and building materials 

• Nearly half the future home owners in 
the United States want homes tailored to · 
their specific needs and whims, according 
to a survy conducted by the Curtis Pub
lishing Company. 
Answers were obtained from 4007 f ami
lies living in 35 states and ll8 cities. 
Planning to build or buy houses were 34.3 
percent of the families interviewed. Of 
that percentage. 49.5 perc~nt wanted 
to build according to their own plans. 
The others didn't know or were split be-

Today, as never before, home builders want all elec1ric homes. Adequate wiring, 

with plenty ol convenience outlets and switches to permit the use of every comfort-

giving, labor-saving use of electricity is a must in the specifications of most homes 

built today. 

The Edison Company's booklet, " I-:lectricity in Your Horne Plans" has more 
' than 100 suggestions for various uses of electricity, and a typical adequate wiring 

plan. Architect and home builder alike will find it interesting and useful. For a 

free copy, address Southern California Edison Company, P. 0. Box 351, Los 

Angeles 53, California. 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
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THE POSTWAR HOUSE. inspirer/ crention ol Fritz 8. 811rns, leot11res lwo instollo· 
lions ol Ponelroy, the new rocliont inlro-red gos heater. In the master bathroom, 
Panelray is installed lo conform lo the moc/ern curvec/ wall. The other bathroom 
shows a regular instol/otion ol Pone lroy. 

Ponelroy hos been specifier/ by the outstanding architects in lo11r ol the Cose 
St11dy Homes being sponsorec/ by Arts & .Architect11re. 

MILLIONS WILL SEE PANELRAY'S CONTRIBUTION 
TO BETTER POSTWAR UVING ... 

Every room in a home con be efficiently heated by Panelroy which come1 in 
three sizes of the single unit and three ol the dual unit for heating adjoining 
rooms. Ponelroy con be installed in any corner or wall. Invisible infra-red ray• 
ore radiated th roughout the entire room, providing uniform head-to ·toe warmth 
ond eliminating drafts. Being completely vented, Ponelroy cannot cau1e 1weaty 
window• or room surfaces. Write for lull ipecificotions. 
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Permil valuatio11s of more tha11 a million dollars were recorded 
by 21 cities, and nine reached construction values of more than 
two million. Greatest was Los Angeles, with permit valuation~ 
totalling Sl 7,760,141. Long Beach was second with $5,280,870 and 
San Francisco third with $~,118,314. 

• Quality of the more than two tons of special purpose steel in the 
average American home can make the difference between low-cost, 
forget-about-it maintenance or wallet-shattering repair aml replaec
ment bills. 
Such is the theme of a 24-page booklet, "Know Your Steel When 
You Build or Remodel," published by the American Rolling Mill 
Company of Middletown, Ohio, makers of Armco steel. 
Four basic products and their uses are illustrated in the booklet. 
Armco Galvanized Paintgrip Steel has a full weight coating of 
zinc, over which a Bonderized coating is applied at the mill. Result 
is a steel which takes paint immediately and holds it. Armco Gal· 
vanized Ingot Iron is the first and oldest of "quality galvanized 
sheets" for such uses as built-in air ducts and roof drainage sr~· 
terns. Other products arc Armco Stainless Steel and Armco Enamel
ing Iron. 
Paintgrip uses include gutters, downspouls, roofing flashing, metal 
awnings, garage doors, exposed air ducts, kitchen cabinets and 
drawers, and furnace casings. Stainless Steel also is used for roof 
drainage systems in its natural silvery gray tone and is tops for 
kitchen drainboards, tableware , cooking ware, kick and push plates 
on doors, and bathroom accessori<'s. Enameling Iron is the ba~c 
for porcelain enamel surfaces on ~cores of kitchen and hathroom 
appliance~ . lt does 11ot ah~orh food odor~ and will not stain <'Vf'll 
when a neglected cigaret hum~ itself nut on the surface. 
Stated purpose of the hooklet is "to help you and yo ur archilet·I 
or builder make sure that you get the right sheet steels for the vital 
equipment and construction von will huy for your homr.'' 
• Sufficient quantitie;: of plastic-fini~hPd Marlite to meet increas· 
ing demand arc expected to he available soon since Marsh Wall 
Products, Inc., of Dover, Ohio. has completed a 1ww faclorl' 
with custom-built equipment. . 
The new building adds 60,000 square feet of factory space to the 
production end of the firm. General 1\'1anager V. R. Marsh said the 
addition will step up delivery dates of Marlite and Marsh Mould
ings to dealers and will enable technicians to make continued im· 
provement of products through new manufacturing and re;:earch 
f aci 1 ities. 

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN 
<:ontin11cd from pagr 29 

amount of work a man could do in a day was somehow a ha~ic 
unit, organically integrated with man's 1wed for rest, his desire for 
change, and his capacity for mental and emotional effort. The 
strengthening of his arm, figuratively speaking, to an unknown 
proportion was bound to upset the balance of his sca les. The old 
harmony between man's imagination and his ability to carry thino-fi 
out slowly disappeared. b 

This development towards disinte~ration was not confined to 
manual labor and industry. It rapidly affected the other branchec; 
of civilization. Like a vault. the keystone of which had broken, 
the whole edifice of culture tended towards disintegration. Instead 
of a great compo>'ition of strictly correlated activities, we now be
hold an infinite number of l!"roup" of c;pecialists , cut adrift and 
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:<truggling alo11g in their own limited fields, without a clear comnwn 
basis or a common goal. 
The disturbing aspects of this si tuation have long been hidden be
hind the amazing feats of technological progress which stood in the 
foreground of public interest for several generations. They are 
being seen now, however, and many thinkers of our time have 
given their opinions as to the dangers inherent in such an un 
halanced, nar , disorganized, stale of man's affairs. Alexis Carrel 
in medicine, Lewis Mumford in housing and living, Aldous Huxley 
in social culture, lo name only a few, have shown that we are heading 
for disaster if we go on as we do. Gerald Heard says in his latest 
book (Pain , Sex and Time): "The ... optimism that 'progress' is 
going on and that our civilization cannot crash because its techni
cal advance is spontaneous, i11exhaustible and beneficial is . . . 
contradicted by experience. That advance of evolntion ... has ended . 
It ended in this generation. In our time the attenuated association 
between means and ends snapped.* This association is an essential 
connection for any further progress. Today we have the technician , 
because his means are divorced from ends, destroying civilization 
(and with it its technicality: for physical science is d<:;;troyed by 
the scientific war it makes possible) at the com1111:· .. i ,'.· men below 
the technician in anv mental calibre." 
Some writers already see this critical tension bcLwc1.::·. ends an<l 
means as temporal. Antoine de St. Exupery, for instance, whe11 he 
speaks of the role of the airplane as a tool and not as an end in 
itself I in Terre des Hom mes), depicts the scene with a more op
timistic note. His keen sense for huma11 values permits him to put 
it this way: "It seems to me that those who complain of ma11's prog
ress confuse ends with meanf'. Trne, that man who struggles in the 
unique hope of material gain will harvest nothing worth while. But 
how can anyone conceive that the machine i>< an end'? It is a tool. 
As much a tool as is the plough. 
If we are afraid that the machine i~ going Lo engulf man it may Le 
011ly because 1rn lack perspecti1·e for the judgment of transforma· 
lions that go :-o deep. What arc the hnndred year~ of the hi;;tory 
of the machi11e compared with two hundred thousand years of th~ 
history. of 1~1811? It WU:.> 011ly }'l"~tcrday that 1re began to pitch our 
c-amp 111 tlus co1111try of laboratories and power f'tatio11~, that we 
":-;re tlw atnmi•· bomb. 

1"4t4t fJ# ~ 
CRROMEDGE* 

for Outstanding 
Floor and Wall Trims 

Experience proves the ad
vantages of using genuine 
Chromedge metal trims in 
all types of floor and wall 
covering installations. 
Among these are -wider 
selection of practical sizes 
and shapes •.. velvet
smooth beauty of popular, 
permanently rub-proof 
Chromalite finish ... uni
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trim, under one roof . . . 
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"IUIL T BY McKITTRICK" 
•.. that is a statement that had 

WGll respectful attention long be
fare Pearl Harbor. 

... during the war it took an 
11ew meaning by reason of a dis
tinguished record of war-plant con
struction 

TODAY 
••• all the varied techniques, 
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Ha1aned organisation is available 
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INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS 
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took possession of this new, this still unfinished, house we live in. 
Everything around us is new and different-our concerns, our 
working habits, our relation with one another. Our very psychology 
has been shaken to its foundations, to its most secret recesses. Our 
notions of separation, absence, distance, return, are a reflection of 
a new set of realities, though the words themselves remain un
changed. To grasp the meaning of the world today we use a language 
created to express the world of yesterday. The life of the past 
seems to us nearer our true natures, but only for the reason that 
it is nearer our language. Every step on the road of progress takes 
us farther from habits which, as the life of man goes, we had only 
recently begun to acquire. We are in truth emigrants who have not 
yet founded our homeland." 
This picture of an ultimate assimilation of industrialization into a 
human way of life, however, is r~cused on a point rather far in 
the future. It may be indicative of a development in which we arc 
taking part, hut it may not offer great immediate help to the pres
ent-day designer. His situation is still characterized by the di!"intc
gration depicted above, and he is confronted with a perplexity which 
may he described this way: the designer is no longer the maker. 
Because of the specialization which has invaded almost every field 
of human activity, he ha!" lost the intimate contact with materials 
m1d tools; he only offers suggestions as to what to make by means 
of drawings and models. He is a speciali!"t himself within his own 
limited field. Even if he tries to overcome this handicap by tryinl! 
lo estahlish closer contact with the workman, he does not quite find 
the expected rea!"f'Urance: the old craftsman with his comprehenf'iv!' 
knowlecll!e of materials ancl techniqur!" h11!" changed with the intro· 
rluction of nower tool~ and thr !'Ub!"equ<'nl !'pecialization of workinl! 
JHocessc!". The power tool , with its non-human !"tren~th. form~, 
treats, and alters materials lo an extent which goes potentially he
vond human experience. The specific qualities of the!"e material~ 
which seemed inherent on the level of handiwork and , having IJeen 
re!"pected , had decisive influence on design , are ne~ligible for the 
technician with hi!" clever <leviers of industrial technique. Any 
material can be forced to no almost anything today: ancl the 
material with the least character of its own is best suited for moclern 
production methods. At the same time. modern machinery ha!" 
1leprived man of his chance to experience his materials as the artisan 
has done. The man with the machine no longer sets his strength 
against the strenJ!th of the steel: he pushes a button . And he docs 
not follow his piece of work through the different processes of 
making: he is a specialist himself. rollinJ! the sheet, stampinJ! th!' 
cli!'c. drawinl! the shape. milling the rim, or polishinl! the finisl1ed 
pan. Else he knows nothing. 
Tims the designinrz; artist of today has lost the guidance of materials 
and techniques. From friendly and experienced collaborators thc'C' 
have sunk almost to the role of anonymous slaves: following order!" 
hut leavin:r the designer without advice. Auguste Renoir complain!' 
somewhere in a letter about the same situation in the field of paint· 
in!! when he says: ''This craft which we shall never know in its 
Pntirety hecause no one can teach us a1iy more since we cmancipatrd 
ourselves from tradition." 
The other guide the craftsman had. who was the patron, has lih
wisc abandoned the desipier of today. This patron whom Ananda 
Coomcraswamy in one of his lectures descrihes as follows: "The 
artist was not a special kind of man , but every man was a special 
kind of an artist. It was for the patron to say what should be made: 
for the artist, the "maker by art," to know how to make .... Nor 
was the patron a special kind of man , but simply our consumer. This 
patron was the "judge of art:" not as a critic or a connoisseur in 
our academic sense, but one who knew his needs, as a carpenter 
knows what tools he must have from the smith, and who could 
distinguish adequate from inadequate workmanship, as the modern 
consumer cannot." As a matter of fact, even this modern con· 
sumer had hardly any direct influence on the designer of today. 
Beyond some necessarily quite limited personal contacts the designer 
knows onlv a "market." an impalpable something which exisb 
in the minds of sales en1dncers and in the computations of husiness 
surver. The allef!ed needs of this anonymous and rather formles!" 
market. interpreted to him by an executive who is not the desirable 
"judge of art," because his interest in the matter is purely financial , 
take the place of the old customer. 
Materials, techniques, understandin~ criticism, patrons: none of 
them help to guide the designer of today. Confronted with the 
task, enormous in scope and responsibility, to form our tools of 
living, the designer stands alone. To recognize this situation, how
ever, and to admit its implications, may be the first step towards 
finding a remedy. -
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IT DOESN'T ADD UP 
continued from page 30 

and then later correcting this illusion. Yet the equivalent is done 
in mathematics. When we begin the study of arithmetic we are 
innoculated with the same primitive number concept that early 
man had. What happened to primitive man shouldn't happen to us. 
But it does. A fraction enters our life like an atom bomb and blows 
our number concept to smithereens. Some of us never can get re
organized and can never quite get around to building a new num
ber concept that includes fractions. 
The concept of a fraction itself has grown to be something quite 
different from what it once was. But this, too , has had little effect 
on the way fractions are taught. Consider these statements: 3 
oranges cost 15c; an airplane goes 200 miles per hour; a meter is 
39.37 inches ; 4 out of 5 people hate arithmetic. Each of these state
ments is expressed by a fraction. Yet these statements seem to have 
little, if any, connection with each other and certainly no apparent 
relationship to a piece of pie which is the way we were first intro
duced to fractions in school. 
As a matter of fact, the use of a fraction to represent a part of some
thing is probably the most difficult function of a fraction to 
understand. But this is still the first we are taught. We are told 
further in this connection that the <lenominator indicates into how 
many parts the thing has been divided whereas the numerator tells 
us how many of these parts are to be taken. So far, so good. 
But then when we translate the statement "3 oranges cost 15c" into 
the fraction 3/15, what do we find? Why we find, of all things, 
that the numerator indicates oranges and the denominator indicates 
money. Not only that, the numerator indicates all the oranges and 
the denominator all the money. There's no part or fraction of any
thing involved here. Then, too, we might have shown the relation
ship between the money and the oranges by writing the fraction 
15/3 in which case, of couse, everything we've said about the 
numerator and denominator would have been reversed. What hap
pened to the original definition of a fraction? 
Thus to a struggling student of arithmetic, just a young fellow try-

• ing to get along, a fraction seems absolutely unpredictable. It 
never seems to mean the same thing twice. It's like some mis
chievous imp. Is it any wonder, then, that so few of us regard 
fractions as particularly charming company? 
The need for mathematics is greater today than eYer before. We 
not only need it in our day-to-day living, but it is also becoming 
more and more necessary as a means of understanding what goes 
on in the complex world around us. I began this article with the 
statement that mathematics is a science. I end with the thought 
that if this science is to be made available to the people, then it's 
about time the teaching of it also became a science. 
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EVERYDAY ART GALLERY 
continued from page 39 
Thus the sense of beauty may be said to be molded at mother's 
knee as much as the sense of duty. Surely, human beings are aware 
of color, texture, forms in objects of daily use before they are old 
enough to enjoy painting and sculpture. Yet how rich a life is 
possible-leaving out of consideration the distribution of national 
income, which is another and basic question-in terms of what 
present·day building, home furnishings and accessories offer the 
middle income bracket famil y ? Design and manufacture must be 
improved in order to make modern living available even to this 
numerically limited group. The Everyday Art Gallery proposes 
to work toward this end through consumer education, hoping to 
bring consumer and producer together in a relation more demo
cratic than the rnanuf acturer's present shotgun attitude of "Take 
it or leave it." 
This objective of en listing the consumer in an active use of the 
"minor arts" is surely one which will win support. For a number 
of years it has been clear that all is not well with contemporary 
American art-or artists. Social relations for the encouragement 
of art have been tenuous, and the audience for art limited. Art has 
been, by and large, snobbistic, and its enjoyment confined to a 
clique. Yet art is of little value unless it reaches people. If the 
arts of daily living, of pots and pans and cookstoves, serve as a 
bridge to awaken the esthetic sense of the American people, so much 
the better. 
With the nation embarking on a vast home construction program, 
the writer sincerely hopes that the Everyday Art Gallery will find a 
wide popular following. More than that, it would be a fine out
come if other large American communities felt inspired to develop 
similar activi ties. For the existing centralization of style and fashion 
in our great cultural metropolis has great dangers as well as great 
advantages. Perhaps the most hopeful thing about the Everyday 
Art Gallery is that it came into being more than a thousand miles 
west of New York City. 

MUSIC 
continued from page 17 
simply larger but in every detail more accurate. His softest playing 
blends in a continuous plastic unison with the largest tone. And 
it is always tone, though often thinned or roughened to enforce 
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the tragic urgency breaking the textural surface. One has no longer 
any sense of the music progressing movement by movement, end 
to end; there is no feeling of beat or measure except as a controlling 
wave. The technical flowing and dynamic modelling of the run
ning line make any virtuoso playing I have heard sound like mere 
note-playing. The arches of the sonatas pass through their final 
measures without hesitation to an exactly located perfect end. 
The brief and delightful Fantasy Sonata, opus 27 :1, prefaced a 
splendid reading of the Sonata, opus 10:3, balancing as its own 
relatively slighter movements cannot the length and deeper emotion 
of this first of Beethoven's very large slow movements. The first 
group of three sonatas made an intricately joined overall com
position like an earlier version of a late quartet, pivoting on the 
large slow movement, balanced by the opening of the second Fan
tasy Sonata, opus 27:2, rising to a finale that was only short of the 
W aklstein. This decisive inversion of the three movement sonata 
sequence, by putting the principal movement at the end and reduc
ing the proportions though not the importance of the two preceding 
movements, prepares the shape of the late Sonatas, opus 109 and 
opus llO, that together made up the second half of the program. 
The tidal attack and retrogression throughout the first two move
ments of the E major Sonata are climaxed by the quiet and almost 
casual laying down of the variations theme, which through steadily 
extending variation mounts to a realization of all that had there 
been quietly implicit, and with the final simplicity of an art 
that needs no further saying the theme returns. In the fugue of the 
A /lat major Sonata one heard all voices polyphonically moving 
in harmonic separateness; and after the tragic restraint of the slow 
interlude chord rose upon chord in an unbelievable measure and 
control of the increasing volume, until like a golden wire of single 
tone the fugue theme re-emerges. And at the end the fugue bursts 
into flames. 
It will be best to supplement and at least partially confirm state
ments which have already gone too near the further border of the 
superla~~ve by quoting t~e. review. by Mildr~d Norton in the Daily 
News: The most magmf 1cent piano playmg I have ever heard 
in my life came from the fingers, the mind, and the heart of 
Richard Buhlig Monday night. _ .. Of the E major I can only say• 
that the final variations, with their crushing momentum and their 
sure and controlled resolution in the placidly beautiful final bars, 
was the most moving experience in my life."-PETER YATES. 
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